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Few critics ·today would disagree wJ.th the

-

-~--

judg~nent

of Carlos Baker,, pel"haps the :t"oremost living authority on
E;rnest

Hemingway~

twenties began a

F

r----~-

that "Heraingway' s arrival in the middle
n0l'IT

1

epoch in American fiction, nl nor "tould

-~L__
----

they quarrel l'll:i.th Granville Hicks's position that it was

-

~

Hemingway•s "vision and styleu which made it possible for

-

~~--~-?=--.-- ------

him to stir the imaginations of people all over the world.2

One would be much more likely, holtever, to discover areas of
disagreement among the critics, if one '\'lfere persistent enough
in addressing them, as to just exactly how Hem:l.ngway' s prose
art has managed to effect this accompl:tshment at home and

abroad.
Bem;tngwa.y, himself it discussing his work in Death.
~ A.£~t.~:rr+.P9J),

in.

has ma.de these remarks:

I was trying to write then and I found the greatest
difficulty, as:i.de from kno1:111ing truly what you rea.lly
felt, rather than what you "'tTere supposed to feel, and
had be~m taught to f.eel; was to put do\•m what really
happened in action; 'N'hat the actual things were which
produced the emotion that you exper:i.enced,. •• but the
real thing, the sequence of mot:ton and fact which made

lce;lrlos Baker, "Hemingl-tay • n §..,f$j;ll~~ar fieV,ie~; XJ.~IV

(July 29, 1961); 11.

2Granville Hicks, nA Feeling about Life;" §~;t:g,r_4flX.
~evJ..~ ~ XLIV (July 29; 1961} 1 30.

..

2

the emotion and which would be.as valid in a year or

in ten years or, with lucl< and if' you stated it purely
enough, always, was beyond me and I was \'lOt'king very
hard to get it. The only place ttrhere you could see
life and death, i.e., violent death n0\"1 that the ~1ars
were over1 was in the bullring and I \"ranted very much
to go to ;jpa.in ttthere I could atudy i·t. I was trying to
learn to write, commencing w:i.'th the simplest th ings of
all and the most fundamental is violentdeath. 3

· Here in this brief passage'can be .found clues, yet

only pa.r..Gial clues, to Hemingway's basic subject matter and
to those forces in his technique l'Jhich have prompted the

majority judgment of Baker and Hicks.

Muct1 .f\u:•ther analysis

is necessary • hm,rever, to penetrate the "ho'flr" o£ the

renowned Hemingway method.

It will be the purpose of this study to begin such a
consideration by treating but one aspect of Hemingway's art,
that of the relationship between Hem:l.ngway' s

vie''~

of the

t-mrld, as seen in his short stor:tes, and the diction he uses

to create this fictional 't'lorld.

In effect, the problem

:resolves itself around these three basic questions:

(1) what

is the t·mrld like that Hemingt'lfay creeltes in his short

stories ..i

(2) "~That is the d:tction like that he uses to por·-

tray this world'? and ·finally and most impor·tantly, {3) how

--------3Ernest Hemingway, Death in the Afternoon,
CharlE-)S Scribner's Sons,

19531', p'";' 2. · · '

-

(New York:

,-

----

---

--

3
\!'tell oui ted is -the diction for revealing Hemingway's
f:l.et:i.onal v1To:rld?

i<~!t•,

roc~-

---'o--~-

:~- ~

-~-'-~-

is thet•e a.n organic :relationship

bet"lfJ"een this basic. element of style and vision?
Mn~ortance

of the

~t~dx

Language, as Hemingway so well knew, is a living

thing and one of the most significant eleraents in all of ou:r
'

lives.

'

irJithout language thought would be difficult, if not

impossible, arld communication extremely primitive.

Yet

lan.guage, being a living thing, is susceptible to change,
and being susceptible· to change rnakes language also suscep ...

t:i.ble to contamination.

\;Jhen this defil5.ng occurs, as it

ha.s occurred periodically in human h:tsto:ry, thought. and

communication must necessarily veer .from the norms of truth

and honesty.

In the nineteenth century, for example.

vlordsworth felt the language had deviated so far that he
attempted his famous purgatio:h..

In the .tlf(!.mtieth century

1i:rnest Hemingvmy has taken upon hi.mself this 1tlordsworthian

mantle.
Summing up a portion ot Jieming\'lay' s 'effortfJ in the

realm of language, Philip Young said, trHe has.helped to
purify our 'lf.rri ting of.· sentim.entali ty, li tf:':il"lU'Y embellishment,
padding, and a superficial artfuJ..ness,

Almost singlehanded

he has revitalized the writing of dialogue. ul}
- - - · - ·... -·.'"'~;Itt,., ...

,----

!--

4
How one of the major l:i.terary figures in this century

has .accontplished thia .feat is certainly no question o.f minor
importance in the field-of American

letters~

Unfortunately, fel\f_. if any, of' Hemingway's critics
have as yet px•obad 111 suffici.ent depth into his a:ttempted

purgation of the language.
"hero• n or the Hemingway

Preoccupied with the Hemingway

n code·, It

the Hemingt".;a.y legend, or the

or ·the Hemin.gt•my irony, or

Heming~\"my

absorption in violence

and death, or too preoccupied with other aspectr:l of style,
most of the critics have made but a cursory study of his
diction, although never discounting 1.ts importance, and have
left the extended analysis for someone else.

Almost everyone ha.s ha.d. something to say on or about
Herningtv-ay, who, v'lri ting over a span of nearly forty years,

has left behind, unfortunately • but fourteen ·titles.
~.nclude

'rhese

his six novels, fifty-three short stor:les • h:i.s

travesty of Sherwood Anderson's narrative style:

g.f §nr.i:n&. h:i.s non ... fiction: Jl.e.JL'IID. !!.t :lfh~ f}fte...rJ.l..?.P.Ib
.'!'.!.ll! Green £!!ll.t! 2!. !.f.r~S!l!.. a single play: . !!l!! Ei-ftll

To;r:rell:tf.§.
and

Qol~!t.

and a handful of poems.

Not included here are six

known and unpublished short stories and a.n undisclosed
number of posthumous l'IOrks 111hich may appear soon.
these certainly will be !h.£,

p~pg_ero:u.f:! S!Jrom~,

lriork on bullfighting, three excerpts from

Among

a non-fiction

~th1.ch

appeared :i.n

5
Life magazine in 1960.

A aeccmd work is a book o£

reminiscences of Paris in the 1920'.f=h

A third volume

Ol"

volumes • ·according tr; Carlos Baker, is a novel whose triple
subject ia nThe r..~tnd, the Sea~ and the Air, n and of "Vvh:tch
"The OJ.d l'vlan and the Sea" was bv.t a part.5

Yet, though each

critic he.s found a portion o:r· port:lons of Hemingway's output

grist for his mill, no one 1 regrettably, has produced a. fullscale

biogr~-tphy

·of the man, and no one has done a really

thorough analysis of the language he used for such dis.t:l.nct:l·ve
effects.

The fullest and b(:;st treatments of the .a.uth9r are
Carlo.s Baker• s ~t

:t.PJ'. !;~:r~..~e.t

g._~, ~r:tist

Philip Young's !~r.:g.§§l. !l<!ni.Arota.x (1952)..

(1956), and

Although the

emphasis in both these books lies ::i.n their authors 9 critical

survey of Hemingway's literary art" Baker's book is perhaps
the more valuable of the

tlt~o

because of ita complerte. bibliog-

raphy of all of Heminf§'ray' a written \•torks, together 1t.ri th the
dates and locations of their first appearf:mce.
Baker's moat. recent book • llern!.n&tf*Y .~n9 !fj.§.

9r.*..tic~

( 1961), an international a.n.thology of cri t:tcal t-n":ttings by

distinguished critics and authors around the
to offset. the limitations of

~

world~

J!.9Jni,ngy.r9-z:

serves

:rh.§:t Mru!.

!:!i.§. ~ (1950)• edited by John K., Me Caffery, another

§Jlsl

6

collection of critical essays, by• for the most partt
<lomestic critic!.:;..
publish~d

r.rhese t"'ro books', reprinting esaay£1

earlie:t" ih periodicals., provide us v;ith some of

the finest criticism o£ Hemingway·' s most percept.i.ve cr:tt:i.cs,
;!...~..

t

Ji:&nund v1ilson, !':ilalcolm Cowley·, rJia:Kwell

Ge:t~trnar~

Ka.zin, W" M., r'rohc)ck, John Peale Bishop, Harry

Kaahkeen, and .Joseph

~rla.r:ren

Levin~

Beach, among others..

Alfred
!van

In addi"'·

tion, Baker' a volurrH:l ia invaluable for the latest and most
e::ittenaive bibliography of Hemingt'IYay critic1sm.

One of

th~

most brilliant essay a wrl tten on Herrd.ngway,

and. one that., along

t:~ith

Harry Levin • s

11

0bservations on the

Style of Ernest I·Ieming'ttiay," g:tves us .the clearest insights

into Hemingway's style and his use of language is that of
H.ober·t Penn Warren, Emti tled ng:rnest Heming·way, n which

appeared in the Wintex• t 1947; !S.tnYOP.
reprinted in Jilorton Zabel t s

~J..P.el~.iX.X

~e..."l[_ie!'{,

and was

OpJn:\on. !!!

~~.r~

and

John 1N. Aldridge' a Qr.i:tigu~J! iWS Ee~.?.Y.s .Q!l r-Todern :f.i.ctis>.!l•

Also useful in a discussion· of Hemingway's style are Joseph
~varren Beach's ~1Jn.or.~gp.n. ~'.;p..Jt.iPP.

{19....~.,;.1.2ltQ) * Philip Young's

J~~~qS

B!l.D'li,pm.f!I, Charles A. Fenton t s !tt~ !\J?R.r.eJl.tJcesJtit? g.!

.EtnQJtt

I~~~P.&.'WU,

and Ray Bll West's

~ .§1:.1~ ~:ts>ri

i..r?:.

f1lnerica
.,_.._,.
....... 'Ill,.,.,... ..

The freshest and one of the

ln(HSt

recent

book-~length

critical approaches to Hemingt·ray is to be found in
~p~l ~ l:?.~P.';.,<!

.9.9!:!§.

!:!91Jli~eJ!Cl·I.

(1960), by John Kill5.ng;er, in which

'7
Killinger's ;thesis· is sj.mply that Hemit1gway is an
tialist.....

He:t'E.l

~'x.i.sten ..,

onoc again one nwty search f'm." that penetrating

analysis of srtyle and £:tnd it missing.

Killinger's emphasis

is ethical and philosophical.
~iJ.!li tfl~~..on§

.9f.. ...th.R. J?..!&S:!I

This study by no m<~ans purports to be the def:i.rdtive

survey of this sub jeot of' Hemingtouiy' s diction.

thing, only

I·Ieminf~'llay'

For one

s short stories are examined here; and

a.l though The Old Man and

:th.~ ~

is considered a long short

story £or the purpose or this inquiry, all of

Hemin~~ay's

novels, which t'Vou.ld certaj,nly have proved a pro.fi table
source had length and time perraitted, have been omitted,
Then~

too> 'the integral relationship of dieM. on 1rd th other

elements of style such as .figures of speech, symbols, :rhetorical devices, syntax, and sentence types has

creat~ed

certain

overlappings, the component parts of '"'h:tch have been sepa.rated only long enough to show how 1r1ell the diction serves

to build the stylistic :t:ra!lle or effect"

Furthermore, in

analyzing the diction of' exposition, narrative, and dialogue,
the following criteria have been used mainly:

length of

words, quantity of concrete and abstrH.ct words, quantity or

Anglo-Saxon and Latin derivatives. frequency of various ·
par•ts of speech, l'mrd order, and connotative and denotative

quality of the dict;ion; and therefore it. may be objected.

I.
.

.

------------------------

that such a. quanti tati vely•loaded analysiS·» though valid in

·the field of

th~

natural sciences·. is not sui ted.

·co

pt·ovide

any valid conclusions in the field ot literature·. ''rhis
argument seems tenable only ·to this degree:

any quantita-

tive analysis of a work of art is bound to m1$s the intan ....
gibles of art, J!.,g·., the overtones of.

~mrds·,

whi.ch cannot be

measured and which may very t'lell serve as the esthetic or
even the ethical center of the wo1•k of.' art; hotvever other
quantitative analyses, as for exeunple the type and amount of
rhythm and cadence, tfJJ'hich lend themselves so readily to such
a. study, can be ex.t:re;rnely

w:u~ful

and ·revealing, as it is

also expected the examinat:J.on of Hemingwayt s diction will

prove to be ..
Because ot Hemingtmy' s reeent arid tragic death, many
assessments and reassessments of'the man's work, his vision

of life, and his uni.que style, will undoubtedly soon bQ
published.

It is hoped that a more fully detailed study of

his use of language will appear among these..

Meanwhile, by

such a study as thi.s one, lirni ted in scope though it may be,
much insight can be gained into the previously mentioned
judgr!lents of Baker, Hicks, and Young, and considerable illuminat;lon, as well, can be shed on t,he mechanics of Hemingway's

technique and its validity in representing the w·orld revealed
in his short stories.

l
9
:CI.

J(IETHO.DB OF PROCl';DlJllt;;

Sour..,Q§,S of', ~?$.

'l'he $Ources .for this study have been obtained from

such bibliographical references as the

~J.l.tl.§f'!t~.'&,i,g.n.,q.J l~).d~Ji:

.;t;.J~. l?,eri.9~4.i~cf1lp, the ].;.§.fJ.!U NlJl 9en.~r.P.-.! ~i ~.e?;:?.:!!.H.r.st Index • and
f.'!l.b~Joatio..P...§.

the annual bibliog:ra.phi.es of' the
k,ap.gy..~,€t~ A~§gc;1,l?.;ti.Q.U•
;?,c,p~lar~hi;e

.Q!

~~ £1.9.J!~

LeWis Lea:ry' s .Q.9rtt.e@.l?.QTtari 1-ffLt:-.~~i!.J."Z

and Lee Samuel's !::.. !!~rn~mw~.Y. 9l;l!:lP~ List have

! bitera:rz Jl.i..st.Qtt .2! ~h~. .llil~
Robert Spiller §! al· Among the most

been useful, as has been

States, edited by

complete and valuable book ... length soux·ces of reference have

been Philip Young's .§r.ne.~'t! l1..~f.1.;tnm.t,a_x (1952); Carlos Baker•s
,:.r,:~ }1r,i,t,Q..t

!lf.?r.q;tngwax:

A! f\:r:.ti:.~ ( 1956},

v1o:rke; John K. Me Caffery's 1:1r.n.§l.§l

!iU.

.for H~Jn:tngway' s

li!Pl:tn~~1.€lX:

~'lo:t_k (1950); and Baker's ~em}..ngway: §:ng,

LlJ...E!.

l:~&t ~1an

p,pSJ.

flt.i.t;ie.~

(1961), for Hemingtomy criti.cism,
Of Hemingway's works themselves, Charles ScribnGr's
Sons' publications of 'rhe !).fill1 Q.g,;l'U!(l.D.
~J~. §ji.Qr~.~§ ( l93f3) • and 1.h~

9..1.£!

~1an:

~ ~

ru:!£t

together \dth the issue of the A,tlan.t;\.Q.

F:;i,:r. §Jl for.u..,.

~ f'~.!

~opthl)£

( 1952};

for November,

1957, represent virtually the author's entire short story
output

~md

served as the main basis for the examination of

these stories i.n this study.

'l,he short stories pl..eviously

published in Hemingt11ayt a three volumes of short stories--

!!! 9!117.

I.?J.n.~.

(1925) ,

~!!.11

}t.;LtJ.Lq;u:!?.

!~P!!L~ll

( 1927) , and vJ.inner.,

·-

---- -- -1
.

L_ ___ -

---

10
1,ak9. ~ot}lj.n,g ( 193.3) , are all included in 1h...e l!.t::!i!): 2.2AUJTlD
~~~c~

· and the Y.':trst P.'9.!"P.X. ...~ ,f3t,orie§ • plus four later stories
not inolttded in any previous volume.

Short Happy Life of

lt"'rancit~

These .four are »'rhe

'Macomber, n "The Capital of the

'VIorld, n nrrhe Snovvs of Kilimanja.ro, tt and "Old Man at the

~-~cc_-

-~

~
~

--

--

---

~

The fl.'i?.!t!tt.:'!.!s

· Bridge. n

M.9.!Ltilll.Y for November, 1957, ·contains

uaet a $e(:!ing-Eyed Dog•" and "A Man of. the World, If the J.e:lst.
't1tw stories Hemingtr~ay

.!i F..!reweJJ:. .112.

~,

l!t.!?ernpon,, and !!!.g_

published before his death.

and two non•£iction
p.re.~p, l!?.-1-J.~~

One novel,

works..,.•.Q.,~atJ;l.

in. the

Qf ,A.fr.!9A-...proved useful

e

i------

~--'~--

---

concerning Hemingtrtay' s writing aims.
fV!e~.h8.d.~~ .Q.f_fr.,oeequr~.

Two main. techniques have been used in pursuing this
study:

(l} that or induction, and (2) that of syrtthenis.

The major emphasis in method, ho't.rever, has been on induc-

tion..

In attempting to solve the problem of the relation-

ship between Hemingway's v:tel1' oi"' the world• as seen in his

ehort stories, and the diction he used to create this
fictional world, it became readily apparent, in terms o£ a
solution, that the problem must be broken down into three
parts:

{1). Hemingt<lay's fictional 'ltJ"Orld 1 (2) Hemingl>llayts

diction, and (3) the suitability of the relationship between
these two.

-

-

~
~•

because of their pertinent statements, found nm1here elset

--

n

n

••

•

u

---------------

---

------· -------

ll

The description of Hemingway's world and his diction.
lent themselves riaturally to an inductive study..

It \'rtis

soon apparent that, by cataloguing the various stories in
ch:ronologice.l order and a.ccordtng to· places or locales,

subject matter, characters, and themes, one co-uld rendily
make a generalization concerning Hemingway's fictional world
and any alterations in this vm:rld as Hem:tngway perceived it
;--------

through the years.

-

Furthermore, by exruninintr. the language

of the ind:i.vidual stories and breaking this language down

into certain component parte for .fu:ether study, one could

~--

_n-

then arrive at c.>ther cor1clusions concerning the character
of Hemingway's diction;

As to the suitability of the rela-

tionship between Hemingway's

~mrld

and hi.e diction, this t'las

to be the subject of a further generalization after an
inductive invest5.gation of both areas; however in order to

obviate the need for repeating examples, and to facilitate
comprehension, this aspect of the study wns incorporated

into this thesis in the same chapter with the description of
the diction.

The technique of synthesis has been used prime.rily to

correlate the various critics' appraisals of Hemingftray•s
fictional world and ·the diction he has used to make it
spring alive.

This method has been used wherever possible

to reinforce the inductive approach or to shotol any differ ...

ences in conclua:i.ons bet"tveen those of the critics and those

of this study.

i--- ---

12
Prganiza,~,;!:Qp C?••.i:. R,emp.:tnct~.r-.Pt ....TI1eais

'rhe remainder of this study cone:i.sts of four chapters,

II through

v.

Chapter II, "The Making of VieWpoint and

Style•n offers background material on the times through
which Herning;wa.y lived, and aignifj,ca.nt biographj.cal data
conc~rning

the highlights of Hemingway's lite •. 'rhis mGtte ...

r·ial. it was. :t'elt, would prove useful in under" standing
certain areas of' the fictional world he 't>Ja.s to ereate, as
tt~ell

a.s the d:i.c.tion he was to use in portraying it"

included in this chapter is a brief

t:n.tl."Vey

who influenced Hemingw,ayt s t.vriting style..
~'Hemingway's

of the

Also

peopl<~

Chapter III,

Fict:l.o11al 'Norld, n is a survey o:r his short

stories in order to estimate. t.he 'tierrain and the inhabitants

of his fictional universe.

Chapter IV, "Hemingway's Diction

and Its Relationship to His. Fictional
~fter

'ii'Jorldttt attempts,

surveying his short stories, to render inductively

several judgments concerning the character of the language

Hemingway employs in his shorter fictiont and also attempts

to asse$$ the suitability of the dic_tion in setting forth
the effects and impressions Hemin&"t"lay seeks.

The final

section • Chapter V, aurrunarizes the thesis 'td. th a restatement

of major conclusions.,

CHAP'rER II
'.riHj; i'JIAKING OF' VIEtiJPOINT AND STYLE

Born ,July 2l., 1899, in Oak Park • Ill:tno:ta, grneat
Heminl1'W&y died at 7 a.m., July 2, 1961, 'tlhile cleaning a
shotgun at his home in Ketchum, Ida.ho.

death

l'I&S

\'\lhether or not his

an accident will not be discussed :i.n this thesis.

Others will conjecture-... that is a certainty ... -and another
legend will undoubtedly grow np around the circumstances of
his death just as so many have grown up around the oircura-

stanoes of his life.
'l,he interest here t then • does not center in his dying•

but in those sixty-one years of his living, particularly in
these three areas:

(1} the climate of the times through

which he matured as boy and adult, (2) the pertinent biographical details of his life• and (.3) tha significant shaping
influences on him as an artist.

A f:lrm, albeit brief J back ....

ground in these areas \'V'ill prove useful

l~rter

in under-

standing and judging the fictional world represented in the
imposing Hemingway canon as well as the diction employed to
deliver this

world~

Looking

back~rard

from today's atomic aget

~n1ich

was

Hemingway's age, too; at least that of his .final years, it

ll"
is hard to recall a time ll'lhen American life was confidently
secure and cheerful.

long noold war" \'lith
frus·hration of the

It has certainly not been so in the
Russia~

~orean.

nor had it been so in the

\N'ar, nor in the earlier struggle

with Ge:rmanyt Italy, and. Japan, nox· in. the longest and

deepest of depressions, nor in. the jazz and gin c1poch of the
1920 9 a, nor- in the great war that br·oke out, incredibly,· in

1914, nor even in the quieter years that preceded, when·the
bi tterneas o£ farmers and industrial workers revealed ·the

maladjustments left by the Oilded Age, that period roughly
bet\'Jeen 1870-1890 •. As Norman l''oerste:t" so well put it:

Nor has our modern malady been restr:J.oted to

th~

public realm of outward events. As the philosopher
Santayana observed before the first Wox"ld W'ar · (t'lhen

vtlas still a boy],. moral confusion has ttpenetrated to the mind and heart of the average indi'Vidual.
Never. perhaps were nten so like one another so divided
within ·t.hemse 1ves. tt 1
.

Heminw1ay

Ii'oerster affords the particulars for h:i.s sO'bf.lllring
conclusions with a decade by decade examination of

the whole

period beginning \d th the 1890's, the decade ·of Heminglin:ty' s
birth..

During this bleak period defea:ted fa:rmers*' ...no longer

---------

lNorman Foe17ster ( ed.} , in an introduction to "The
Realistic M<?vement and Ne"t".r Directions," in f!rp.~t;lca.n P,.Q.~.:.t?.r.l:
a.nd f£o.~.~., I•'ourth Edition, (Boston: Houghton rtirl'iin
Company, 1957), II, 1186.. This introduction 1t.ras written
especially for this edition. It was used in this ·thesis not
only beoause--<>1--i:t-s--f're ·
,
·
·
.
.
insights that it gives into the complex historical back ...
ground of the period.
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able to endure their harsh struggle with nature, ·magnified
by a ·series ·of droughts, and intolerable :i.ntereat rates on

mortgages--moved east out of' the V.fest ·and South.

Industrial

workers, seeking fairer working conditions fJ."om an irreeponsible capitalism, 'l;.rere

_j~st

as.resentful as the farmers, but

In 1890 itself, ·there \-Iere more strikes than

more militant.

in any. other year o£ the century, to be tol.lowed shortly by
the great Homestead and Pullman strikes.
sa~r

example, which

The year 189.4, for

the collapse of the stock market, was the

darkest the United States had kno'tm aince the Civil ~Jar. 2

In the :realm of' fiction, the .fiction

Hem:tng\~Tay

and

many other young Americana of the twentieth century were to
read; natu.ralism reflected the harsh e.nd chaotic conditions
of thi::.; period.

Using scientific concepts as a basis,

na·turalism declared that the t'orces at \'fork in nature are
in truth the only forces at l-'lork in me.n, too..

rrhe universe

is completely indifferent to ·the preferences and desires of
man.

He is subject to the

la~~

of nature• and no othe:r, and

has no moral freedom to a.ct a.s he chooses.
build his o't'm world.

It is built for him by heredity and

environraent • .3
w \11

2

1"1

-~··

'

"'"'

lbiq•• P•

He cannot even

11$9 •..

3I_b~.<:\., P• 1190.

:---------

--------

---- -------------
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A mood favorable to such a school wa.s a waning

Qptimiam in the :t'a.ce of the darkening economic and social
scene.

At the same time various

influences,

intelleo~l,lal

the acids o£ modernity (chief among th~m Da.rtdni sm) , vfere

eating into the foundations of relig;l.ous and moral standt.:trds,
already weaken(;;d in the Gilded Age.
The first decade of. the

t~;entiath

century, the

deca.dt~

of the "muck:rakers,tt featured attacks on the rottenness of
American civilization.

Attacks \'lere made on every front ......

railroads, :i.nsurance companies • patent medicines, juvenile
I

delinquency, the delinquency of United St~S~tes senators.L"
Then v-mr brought on a fresh access of disillusionment.

Foerster

records~

To most Americans the outbreak of the con:f'lict in
1914 had been simply incredible ••• »,atefully, the American

people drifted into the vortex, repeating the_ slogans:

"'l'he tv-orld must be made safe £'or democracy, n na t~ra.r to
end \'far. n After a V(4St mobilization of physical force
and moral energy under the laadership of Woodrotr1 Wilson,
the nation embarked on the Great Crusade. Surely, t'lfhen
the Huns had been crushed, a new and better- \·TOrld would.
be built. Nothing would be as it ha.d been.

·

But when the dizzy enthusiasm of victory subsided

reaction set in. 'rhe Great \\far soon began ·to look like
a Great Interruption. rrhen l>Ihen the ttfour old men" at

Versailles had finished their wc;>:rk 1 it looked like a
Great Mistake. The utopian slogans of the t<far, a.ppa:rently forgotten in the peace, no'tr had a bi't~terly ironic
ring. America had been defeated> it seemed, by its
l~':r•Emch

and English allies.

In any case :f.t had had

enough ot world politics, and feared the conaequances o£
binding its future to a League of Nations. In vain did

------

i

i _-=::::.:--=---- -- --=----- -=~-
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President W'ilaon declare ·to the American people as well
. as the Senate, nwe cannot turn back. 't"Je can only go
forward, ·with lifted eyes and freshened spirit, to·
follow the vis:ton. n 'l'he vision l'Tas gone. · The postwar
generation; said Harold Stea.;rns in. 1920 • .no longer .
believed na. word about the ostensible aims for l'fhich
the wa.r was waged. t• Do~ Passos :J.n his novel :r.ttr...~!. .
~q,.:t.,~~e.rs ( 1923} wrote:
•rso wa.e civilization nothing
but a vast edifice of sh~1, and tha w-ar, :i.nstead of its
crumbling, wes its .full~;u~t and most ultimate
expression. n!>·

What, asked Foerster. caused the intellectual class
·to fall into disillusionment, pessimism, and despair 1 ·the
sense of futility, the grim philoeophy
the

Wo1~ld

spirit.

or

natu:t."alism?

Not

tVe.r; it only :i.ntensified the criais of. the human

The crisis had taken form

~nth

the rise of evolu-

·tionary sc:J.ence in the pl..evioua century. 6
The crisis grellr in the twenties, the decade of
prohib:i.tion, jazz and gin, the ascending stars of Fascism
and Oomrnuni.sm, and the further unshoring of traditional

values by the

l'l(fft•.J

gods Freud and Marx 11 who seemed to press

man further into the naturalistic mold.

ago dethroned ·the pla1;1et.

Cop.ernicua had long

More recently Darwin ha.d reduced

physical man to one form of natural life among myriads.
r~'reud,

Now

it seemed • had placed even man's j.nner life in

nature, finding it ned ther rational nor spiritual but impul ....
sive and S(1lxual"

Mearnth~le

----·---·-""'+___
P• 1199.

the social scientiat,s

~~ere

~i --- -
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commonly assuming. that institutions and moral· codes have no
inherent or permanent validity·but are determined .and
rele:tive. ·
rrhe thirties. the f'ort.ies, and the fifties were three

decades'markedby intermittent wars in which the crisis
intensified..

It l'ras QbVious now that the modern mind had

rejected the mysteries of religion and looked to science for
clear truth.

But science. busily slaying God, had no

adequa.te substitu.te and no really. adequate

a.na~<~ers.

\11here

and hov"U, then 11 l'.ras one to get values and standards that

might once

n~ore

God, the ground

one to do?

make sense of life?

or

'VIi th God dead or dying,

n:f.neteenth ... century values, just what was

Just how was one to act?

In an unfriendly or

at best indi£.fere:nt u.niver.se t \'dth what could one replace

God?

Ho~r

was one to face death now. without Ood'f

f£his has

been, was, and increas:J.ngly. is, the dilemma of man in the
twentieth century.

It has truly been the

~~,itg~1:§1

in the

years through l'thich Ernest Heming\"J'ay lived, a span of
history

eharacteri2i~Kl

by violence and disorder·, 'fllhose

predominant emot:lon has been th(iit of disillusionment,

gvolution, material:tsm, industrialization, conformity, 't'llar,

loss of traditional values ....these were the hard facts of
disillusionment which removed the core of life's meaning for
so many human beings.

These

'\'~!'ere

the pressures of the ·times

under \-vhich a man as writer must live. shape his artistic

vision, and frame his style.

. ;. ______
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'l'Hii: 1JIAN HnJISgLF:

FROM :N!CK ADAMS TO SAWfiAGO

Few writers have managed to transform their· own
experience 1.nto literature as eomplertely or as artfully as

grnest Hemingway..

'£his is not to say that Hemingway's

fiction is in any sense purely autobiographical.

!t is to

say, however, .that tlH=' bulk of' Hemingwayt s experience has
been transferred. to the prin·ted page, in the mode of so
many gret:it artists, only after selecting, reshaping, and

editing in the artist's imagination.

His fictional world

is peopled by composites of many persona he has known or
seen, including himself, and the v10rld for this literary

empiricist, as Joseph Warren Beach hae so aptly labeled
him, 7 is definitely one he 'has lived in ...... one he ha.s seen,
heard, ·touched, smelled, tasted--but one always :i.ntensii'ied
by the authority of the 5.magina.tion.

In one way or ·another,

Phj.lip Young agrees in his admirable study, HeminglPray has

told almost everything one would wish to knovr about him. 8
l'Jhat, then, were the significant areas of experience

lrThich 'lllere to play such. an important role in the subsequent

creation of Hemingway's fictional world and his style?
7Joseph Warren Beach, Arner~.can F:i..ct.!9J1; ( ;l2.?9-121r.Q) ,
{New York: The Macmillan Company, 194!1, P• 70.
8Young, .212.• s;:i t • , p. J.l8.

--
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At the outset it is interesting to observe that
though Hemingway was to spend so many years of his life

restlessly roaming the world, his roots were prosaically
Mid ...\'lestern.

Born Ernest Miller Hemingway, July 21, 1$99,

in Oak Park, n suburb of Chicago, he l'.ras the second child
and first son of a
and four girls.

f~lmily

in \'lhich there v-:ould :be

t~to

boys

Malcolm Co-vlley, :tn one of the more able

biograph:tcal sketches of I!:rnest. Hemingl'll"ay, describes th.e
parental background.:

His father, Clarence Edmonds Hemingway was a

brawny, bearded doctor Tt.rhoBe two passions in life.
were hunting and fishing. His mother, born Grace
Hall, had been a soloist at the First Congregtltiona.l
Church, where the Hamingways worshiped. She '<tas devoted
to music and the distinguishing feature of the big
stuccoed Hemingway house was a music room th;l,rty feet
square with a concer·c stage 't'lhere she sometimes sang to
invited audiences. Both parents tried to model the son
after themselves,. 'fhe father gave him his first :fishing

rod when Jtrnest was not yet three years old and his
first shotgun when he 1ttas ·ten; the mother gave, him a
cello. Instead of practicing the cello he often tried
to sneak off and go £ishing.9
This he tried to do at Walloon

Lake~

where the Hemingt-1ays spent their sum.m.ers.

in Michigan,
Here the boy,

like the Nick A(tf:uns of his short sto!'ies, did his real
gro"'.ring

up~

girls.

Sometimes, too, his :father took him along V<Jhe:u
...............

Here he learned to hunt, fish • dt>ink, and knmv

··~lojro-

9Malcolm Cm.;ley, '*A Portrait of Mister Papa," Erne~
1'he 1JJ:an and. !!:J:Jl 1•VQ.r}$., John K.. Me Caffery, editor
leveland; ... vl'he.. ·vrorMPubliShing Co., 1950), p. q.5.

Hemin ""a ,:

I~:---~----=-=--_:_: --
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making pro.fessi<,nal visits to an Ojibway Indian camp far

back in the woodsolO
His high school career \'las active and ex.ci ti11g both
athlet:i.cally and otherwise.

itJhen he was fourteen, young

Ernest took up boxing which '111as to result two yea.rs later in

an injured eye that \'lfould still later; but only temporarily,
keep him out of the war; in his last year at Oak Park High
Sch<>ol he played right guard on the fa.rnous football ·team

·that lost the scholastic chrunpionstl:tp to J£vanston,

Other

school aoti vi ties showed Ernest edi ti.ng the school l'feekly,

the

I.r~J~eJ.\.~.,

contributing stories to the school quarterly,

playing in the school orchestra. and belonging to thH
debating club.

Yet he was not happy at high school, and

twice he rem away .from home .11
When the country went to l'tar in the April before his

graduation, young Hemingw·ay, imbued with all the Pl"Oper zeal

of youth, tried to enliet.

Rejected because of his injured

eye, he decided not to go to college but instead made his
way to Kansas City and obtained a job as cub reporter on the

fJ.k.trtl:•

In the spr:t.ng of 191$, he was able to join a Hed

Cross ambulance unit and went to serve on the Italian front.
10Ib1g.
llom·lley, 21?.• c~1:f.., pp. 46 ...47

Q
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'rhis, according to. Philip Young, was to be the ncrux
of. his lif'e,"l 2 particularly the night of July 8, 1918, at

Foes salta d:i. Piave, tlhere

Hemin~uay

had gone for-wa.rd to a

listening post a hundred Y?rds beyond the Ita.lian. trenches.
A big Austrian trenchmorta:t." bomb exploded in the darkness.
ur died then, n Hemingt..ray later told h:is friend Guy H:i.ckok.

tt±, . f~lt

my soul or something coming right out of my body,
'<•

•• :.

~~.·-

""'

• '-.

like you'd p'(,lll a silk handkerc.hief out of a
corner~

pocke1~

by one

It flew around and then came back and went in again

and I l•tasn t t dead any more" "13
He was t1.ot dea.d li tierally, but there t-tere 237 piece$
of bomb !rt-lgment in his legs.

As Malcolm Cowley :reveals the

scene:
The thl:"ee Italians in the listening post all had
their legs blo'lm off. When Heming\~Tay recovered consciousness two of them were dead and the .other '·taa screaming.
Hemingway carried him back to\1a.rd the trenches. Two
Austrian sea:rchlight.a ca.ught him in their beams and ;t
machine gun followed him. He t>ras h:tt aga.in in the knee
and the ankle, but reached a. dugout before he oollap;3ed
with the burden. The soldier on his back ttra.s dead. J.4
Hemingway

~"~us

to be hurt or wounded many timea over;

for example, late·r there l'lere th:ree serious automobile
"t-t.recks ...-one with John Dos Pa.ssos which nearly cost Hemingv<tay
l 2Young, P.l?.•

.siJ?.*, pp. 1.35 ...6.

c,--13cowley, !m.• cit •• p. 46 ..

l4oowley,

sm. . ill.· ,

p. 1.~7 ~

~),~:' ):>

!i-- ~-~-- __::---:_- __ :::-_

•L --- -

~--~----~

an a:rm, another in I,ond(:>n

th~-tt

neeossitated f5.fty ... aeven
l-------~-

stitches in his ht:;ad.

In combat alone, as Young. states, he

has been shot through both feet, both· kn.ees, both ·arms 11 both

hands, and the scrotum • and has been 1r1ounded 1.tt the· hea.d six
times.

In the years 191tJ ... l9lr-5 ~ he had five S4.lr1.ous concus-

sions, and another

c~tr

accident in 1946 also cracked

th~

front of his skull, not to mention the airplane accidents of
the 1950's w·hich almost put an end to his life and did set

off the premature obituaries.l5 But the big blow, the
fo;rever bloTPr 1 was that
years old.

Oflfj

at b"ossalta when he

v-1as

nineteen

vlhen he returned tc' Oak Park in 1919, and :for a

long time after. he reeerr·ved his sleeping .for the daylight
hour~1

because he had been blott-m tlp at night.

"He tbought,"

Cov-tley st;lys • 1'that 1.£ he ever again closed hi a eyes :tn darkness the soul w·ould go ou.t of his body ~nd not come back. ul6

In 1921, Hemingway was to embark on a nett and
differe11t series of woundings when he married Hadley

Richardson..

This

l'tf.;tS

the firsrt of three unauccesaf.ul

marriages he would not forget any more easily than he '\'muld
the physical shocks he had already received from the 1r1ar.

In this same year, 1921, Heming;'(l1ray obtained an ass:lgmnent as
roving correspondent for the 'l\orqp].9

---T 1

--·-w'fll·~--

5Young, 2R• P.:l.&•, pp. 134-5 • .

16cowley,

.Qll• ,p:t t.

~ p. l,.~~.

~

and sailed :f.or

L
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Europe to cover the

Greeo~Turkish

War.

Thus began the first
..
'"

seven years of his career as an expatriate.
In 1923, Three ~~~~~!. ~~~ tep ~q~~!, his first

booklet, appeared in Fz..ance, f'ollow·ed in 1925 in America by
his

firs1~

collection of short sto:r•ies, In Our:

second American book,

!Pe

A9..:t:r.C!n~€1.

His

gf §W....:J.UB.; appeared in

1926, f'ollov-ted later in the year by the novel
RiEH~a

f':.i~m"~·

!h!

~..1111

A!!<l

vthich 'tl;as to catapult him to fame and fortune.

By 1927, the date of publication of his second
collection of short stories, significantly titled I4en
~ ·xroyt~P,,

his .first marriage had broken up and he ha.d

married the second of his four wives.

A year later, the

year his father committed suicide, he had taken up residence
in Key West.

It was during these Key West years, 1928-1938,

as Malcolm Cm1ley notes, tha:t Hemingt•r:ay earned h:is :reputa-

tion a.s a fisherman and a. big-game hunte:r.l?
yenrs, too, Heming\'ll'a.y• s fascination

"VIi th

into an obsession that \'ta$ to produce

During these

bullfighting g:re-v.r

~l~.~.v~J.

in,

~

p._f.'P.erJJ.oS?n.

(193.3) and several fine short stories.
'Nhen the ci v:i.1 v-mr broke ou:t in

~lpain

in 1936,

Hen:nine;lm.y raised ~.P40,000 on h:l.s personal notes to buy ambu-

lances for the

l~oya.list

armies and served as correspondent

for the North American Nettspaper Alliance.

17Ibid., p. 51.

Out of this was

l
~-

----
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to come his £avori te novel

£:or.

YJP.pln .:th.@.

P~J.l ~Ql~~. ( 1940) ,
=~---~~

published but a few d.a.ys after his second t-rlfe had d:i.vorced

~-~

--~

him.l$
_ -- - - - - - - =

One more divorce pl.u$ many harsh and brtttal events of

the atomic age 'W'lei"e to impinge upon the sensibility of the.
writer before the rela:ti ve peace

(>f

the Cuban years in the

late.forties and early fifties at Finca Vigia, where he was
to fish and brood out his own Ancient Mariner Santiago, and

I -_-_-_
~

i----

F
! -....

"The Old Man and the Sea" (1952);19 but by th:i.s time ... -1940-....
the mold had, for all intents and purposes, been set;

nothing now v-rould significantly alter ita shape; as will be
seen l'then Hem:i.ngwayt s final two short stories, published in

~---

------

1- ...... - ----i

1957, are examined.
To summarize now the brief and stark biographical
details cited here as giving insights 1.nto the fictional
~torld

~_

____:_

F

__
-----

Hemingway t-rould create :l.n his short . stories, Philip

Young' a judg;ment serves well:

~-~~

••• there is one thing that should be clear about him,
a,nd that is that more prominent in his life than anything else save the production of.books has been theabsorption of blowa ••• the explosion at Foasalta is
the ••• climax to a ser:tes o£ like events \'V'l'dch had their
start up in I~tich1.gan and were to be repet:lted and
imitated in var:tous forme over and over again. It

18!Qj4., p. 53.
19For the application of' the label nAncient £..1ariner, n
I am indebted to Carlos Baker, [ept,i,ng:t1?,;£: .!fl..!!
!!,
Ar~i!3~- (:Princeton: Princeton University Preas, 95b ,

VVI!,ts;:

p. 29

·---

!I
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remains l:i.kely that a grea:t deal j,n Heming\i'&Y $ such as
hiE.:.l avowed preoccupation with death, traces directly to
this sou.:rce, ni had been shot and.
had been crippled
and gotten a'Y'n:-ty, n he later put it. 2

&

-

-

6

But if

said, in

~. t iEl

e~laining

Manning's

!.h.!

recalled tl1at as lata as

l91-~o2, Hemingway

why each year in July he x·ead

M,id.A.+~ P;a:r:t.~

-------=------=------'-----------'----"

l1~rl'3de:t1 iC

SJi. l!..<?~.:CW.\~; a. t'lar novel which he

had always admired, "The ann:i.versax•y of. the month 'lt;hen :C got
the big wound I read [:i.t) and it all comes back again as
though ••• it were this morning before daylight and you were
waiting thereJ dey-mouthed, for it t;o start" ;.21 and :tf it is
recalled, too, that Hemingway's death in Ketchum, Idaho)
occurred in the ann:t ve:rsa.ry month of "the big wound"; then
Philip Young • s words, ironic ·chough they may be, seem
singularly appropriate when he concludes, "f.Jut it is not

------

!_I

F
FF

.

-

.

~------

clear exactly how he got away or hovt far away he got.'t22
III.

'rHE

SHAPl~RS

---

OF STYLE;

In the ch1.lly incubator of the

~~~t>W!.i?.t.,

and life

experience just chronicled, the style that was to elevate
Ernest Hemingt-ray into that deity Alfred Kazin has called
"the bronze god of the t.fhole contemporary literary e'tpe:rience

20young, .ru?.• .cit., P• 136e
· 21c. A. Fenton, I.~ Ain~,ren...~ o.f li;TJ!.~~~ H~p~!p~ax,
Farrll!', Straus and Younr::; e. l'954f~ P• 6'7.

(New York:

22Young, Q2. ~~~~~ p. 136.

~-------

---

-----

in America,u23 matured.
Hemingway once said he le.elrned. to .write by reading
the ~+t,. T..eat!f!Jen.~*2.~.

If true; his e~rly apprenticeship on

the 1\smsa.§..9,1,-qy .f>:t£l.r.. was hardly lass valuable.

'!'he first

paragraph on that paper's style sheet t-.ras the first commandment in a prose creed vlh:i.ch is today synonymous with the

surface characteristics of HeminglrJayts work:
sentences.

English ..

Use short first paragraphs.

Be positive, not negative.n25

continues the injuno·tion:

"Use short

Use v:i.go:rous

Rule twenty-one

nAvoid the use of adjectives,

especially such extravagant ones as ~I?..+*filldi4_, f.Bt~.o.,M~,
B£~.P£i., !J}agn:7-J:~tc~n,!!,, etc. n 26 In 1940, Heming~'lay told a young
neV~rspa.perman,

"Those were the best rules I ever learned for

the bu~iness of \AJrit:i.ng.

I 1ve never forgotten them.

No man

with any talent, 't'1ho feels and wr:ttes truly abotrt the thing
he is trying to say, can fail to write
them. n 2?

vu~ll

if he abides by

During his expatriate years in Paris 'trrhen he

t-~tas

developing the ironic approach he had first used in high
23 Alfred Kazin, Qn !;!at~ ve. 9.t<?Prt~., (Ne"v York:
and Hitchcock, 1942), p. 340.
24Fenton, gn ...c,;t.,X.. • p. 5.
2

5!P~g., PP• 30·31.

2 6,I.b.~.~.,
2

p. 33.

7~., P• 34.

Regnal

et~hool

imitations of Hing. Lardner,, Hemingway·

"~>Ta$

admi tt~d

to the circle of aspiring artist.s sitting at the feet of
Gertrude Ste:i.n, a.nd absorbed more o£ his craft there.
Frederick Carpenter has gone so .far,
Hemingway's

literaz~y

e'l.S

to classify

ideal as that. of "immediate empiri·-

cismn rooted in Stein through WilJ.ianl James .. 28

At any

rate Hemingway's debt to Gertrude Stein is a grea.t

on~ •.

Hemingway• s a:rtistic goal haa always been to ob,ject:i.fy

emotion v.rith a style ao simple and pure ·that. the
would never be tarnished by the passage of t:i.me.

writ~ing

Gertrude

Stein helped h:tm by showing him how to arrange and exploit

specific kinds of
desired effect. 29

VlOt'ds

and

hm1

to

rep1~es~nt

an.d emphasize a

Simplicity o£ diction a.nd sentence struc-

·ture, and depiction of

unexcit<~d

violence were other useful

aspects of style HGl)mingway studied and adm:i.red..

Pound; still in the Stein circle, he

l~a.rned

From Ezra

the value of

compression, especially by omitting adjectives.

To Sher\lTOOd

Anderson, another significant influence, Heming,<tay is
indebted for thematic attitudes and an integr:t.ty of vision.
'rhe treatment of sex in ttUp in

Mich:tgan~ '1

and the similarities

between "flfy Old Manu and Anderson• s "l Wa.nt to Know 'lr;1hy"

29
reveal the debt.

The use o£. N:i.ck Adarns as the £opal point

in so many of Hemingway's earlier short stories seems to
derive, . also, from Anderson 1 s

Willard

i~ ~~~ ~-

simil~l!.r

employment o£ George

George's arena for

e~)loration

\>las a a.'1lall town; Nick's arena. was to be the world.

Both,

however, were to absorb experience from their respective
worlds, but each in a different :w·ay ..
Heming\'1ay has at one time or another disavowed the

influence of both Stein and Anderson, and he has not said
much co.nce-;rning Pound since Pound bac€4'116 a li'asci.st.
Instead, Hem~tngway has taken on a new set of ancestors.

no'ti'r praises three Amerioaris:

Henry

James~

He

Mark 'l'wain, and

Stephen Crane.30

On the surface, Hemingway and James seem as fat" apart

in technique as two writers can be, but Hemingway's pra:i.se
of James, as Young indicates, can nuak0 some sense if it is
taken as praise for

J~unes' s

sense of discipline 1 command of.

form .and structure 1 and his g:r•eat seriousness in the practice of the craft of prose fiction• all qualities Hemingway
had applauded in Flaubert. and Joyce as well..

Furtherraore,

as Carlos Baker has revealed in his important study of
Heming\'tay, there are striki.ng similar:lt:i.es bet't?reen James's
use of. dialogue and that of Hemingway, particularly llhen
\

30
.James's elaborate f'rruning interpretations are removed :from
his speakers' wol..ds,.Jl

Hemingway's singling out of Mark. Tt'lain is more

appropriate.

Heming\'l&y once said unequ:t vocally t

AmeriCS.l1 literature comes from one book by
Huckle'b.~t,ol;:':t ~:inn

.... it's

It

All modern

r~1ark ~rwain

the best book we've had.

called

All

American writing comes from that.u32 This :ts Hemingway's
way

ot overstating

that

!ill;.St{.l.~~~~PI.Y.: .f~PP:.

is the source for

the natural* colloquial, and non·literax•y prose style in
which much modern American literature, and particularly
Hem:i.ngvmy' a, has been written.

He is acknoy,rledging that

'l'wa.in' s novel ttate.rted a process of' raising colloquial
speech to a full-grol'l1:n li tera:ry language '!Jlh:i.ch more or less

culminates, for our time, inHeming\\l'ay's.o't'm ~'lrit::i.ng. 1t33
The dark vie"tr,r of life and th.e pla.yed ..down tension and

irony of Stephen Crane t a style form the link

and

Hem~ngway.

b~)tween

'l'wain

With common interests in ·vrar, the sea, the

American West • and the men-w:t thout-w·omen situation bi11ding
the two men together t Hemingway has called
.9~Ji

none of the .finest books of' our.

l.lt!.

!.@.fi

Ji¥.e;..q, gl,

liter~t.ture,"

and has

. 3lcarlos Baker, .l~rni~~I: ~ lirJ.~r !!?... :!1.t!!J.st
(Princeton;. Princeton Un!Versity Press, l9;ti), p .. lBJ:"

32r:o.::rnest Hetningv.re;J.y, · 1he · Q~·~.,n Hills .of Africa, (Ne'~'
Charles scr5.bne:r's Sons, 1· · 5)-;-i):·~22. - 1

York:

33to-ung. !?Jl• .9~l.·, P• 159.

avo~ted

Crane's short stories "The Open Boat" and ttfl'he Blue

Hoteln to be two of the very best~34
'

Besides reading and admiring James, T't'.rain, and Crane,

Hemingway, in his earlier years at any rate, gave himself an
intensive cours$ of :reading in other prose masters sueh &s
Turgenev, Chekhov, Tolstoi, Dostoievski, Stendho:l • Balzac,
Flaubert, W. H. Hudson, Mann,, Conrad, and Joyee • .35

He

frequented the museums and studied critically how Goya and
Cezanne achi'eved their
Scott

F:tt~ge:ra.ld,

effects~

\1i th .friends Dean Oauss,

Archibald Maol.eish, John Dos Pasaos,

Malcolm Cowley, James Joyoe, Donald Ogden Ste'!lnrrt, Ford
Nladox Ii'ord, and Dr. Vli.llirun Carlos Williams he often
discussed esthetic principles.36

From all these men, from

all his reading, he learned his craft..

But, as Sherwood

Anderson has indicated • Hemingway by temparamenii 't-ras not an
imitator; he was an originator.

He assimilated h:i.s

ences and moved on in his quest for perfection,

~n:f'lu

It was in

hif!J unceasing quest of a conscious perfection through style,
Alfred Ka.zin suggests) that Hemingtotay left his influences
behind him and proclaimed his distinction.37

YJ\

r'lJ~::Jo

34B.ake;J;" 1

35Ib·d

~·-

p. 27.

367.h.i~ •
J~rp~.~

ed .tor

.37Alfred Ka.zin 1 ''Heminw:ray:

H- in .~wa :

Synopsis of a Career, n

The l•IJ:an and !Jj.s \!fork • John K. rvic Caffery,
eveland: """The \~orid'":Publish:l.ng Co., 1950), p. 196,.

The 'qorld into which Hemingway was born. grew to

manhood, and passed his later years has now bean recorded.
It l!fas a world of violence and \'J'ar ~ a world in which God,

the ground for traditional ninete.enth-oentu:ry values, was

being destroyed by science and mater:i.alisrn.

The more impor-

tant biographical details of Hemingway•s life have been
listed as w·ell, and due acknowledgement made to those j,nflu-

ences or people :i.n his life which have been instrumental in.
the development of his writing technique.

With this for

background it is possible now to make a more perceptive
inquiry into the twin centers of this thesis:

(l) the

fictional world of Hemingway's short stories, and (2) the
diction Hemingway used to crea1ie this world.

This chapter

will deal only with the first center.
In describing o:r an&l.yzing the fictional

"t~rorld

revealed in hia short stories, four majot• questions will
serve a.s frame a:

{1) 't'lhere are

are Hemingwa.yts people'?

(J)

Ih~~i~@~ay' s places? ( 2) who

what do the peopJ.e do in these

places'? and most impor~Gantly • ( 4) ~thY do they do what they

do in these

p~ace~?

33
I.

THE

PLACl~S

·All worlds, even imaginary·ones, can be said to exist
in time and space; so, too, that fictional world of E:rnest
Heming"Vmy.,

The time, with one lone exception, wroda.y Is

Friday," is .always that of Hemingway's life span, and the
. places almost always ·resemble those he has known or seen in
. that~ life span.

If a single observatiol'l point in time were to be

selected most sui table fol.. v:i.e,.ling and understanding
Hemingway's fictional. world, it would have·to be \\Torld War I.

Even though Hemingway has seen many other wars. his short
stories seem naturally to group in clusters around this

particular one, which, it maybe recalled, was the scene of
his great wounding.·

··,4·

Those that. can be lab.eled "bef'o:t;"e \1orld V?ar

:rn

are

$UOh stories as. "Up in Michigan.n many of the Nick Adams

stories, including "Indian Camp, 91 "The Doctor and the
Doctor t s. Wife." Wfhe End

'or

Something, !f "The Three-Day

Blow, n "'!'he Battler, n and "Ten Indians. u

Those short

sto.ries that occur in time "during 'Vlorld ''lar I" are ttA Very
Short StorY, n "A Simple Enquiry, n "Now l Lay Me ,V' "A Way

You' 11 Never Be," and n1any of' the interchal'ter vignettes
from

+n

Our J,im,!!•

World War

!,"

Those stories that occur in time "after

are such as nsoldier's Home,n "The

l
34

Revolutionist," "Cat in-the Raill,n "Cross-Country Snow,"
"~ig '~o~Hearted

River, n. "'rhe Undefeated 1 u "In Another
.

'

Country," ttAn Alpine Idyll," ttA Clean, Well ...tighted Place,n
·'

'

.

'

'

.

and "A Natural History of the Dea.d.u

\.

I

,

Spanning• by the

ar-pistic v.se of flashbacks; all three time phases--before
World '!tlar l, during \llo:rld War I, and after World War I .......

and in this way tightening his 't"'Ork even more around this
ltar

are t.he tttm stories ttFathers

~nd

Sonsn and "The Snows

of Kilimanjaro. tt.

Since the bat;,tlegrounds of World trl£ir I were in
Europe• it is not surprising that the locales, at least for

that group of short stories labeled "during
should be in Europe,

t'lhat

~'Jorld

War I" .

might be surprising, if one did

not remember all those years Hemingway spent as an expatriate
in Paris and a foreign correspondent covering all of embattled Europe, is the great number of other short. stories set
on foreign

soil~·

An examination of Table I on pages 41.... 44

will reveal that of the fifty-two short stories catalogued
there, the settings for

thirty~one

are abroad-·France,

Italy, Spaint Switzerland, Cuba, or Africa--with the settings
for but twenty-one here in the United States*

All the group of stories "before World War I" are set
in the Michigan

woods~

the same Michigan vtoods in which

Hemingway as a boy spent his s'Urnlllers learning to hunt and
fish~

All the stories nduring \rforld

t~ar

I" take place on

i-- ---- -----:

35
the Italian front with which Heming11ay wa$ personally

familiar. . Some of the settings are in the mountains •. some
in the lines, some behind the lines.

Of those short stories

"after World \-1/ar l'" set in the United States, there :are the
Oklahoma tot-m to which Krebs returns in "Soldier • s Home, n
the Michigan outdoors of "Big Two-Hearted River;" the
M:tddle ...\llest, -small-totrm diner .of nrrhe Killers, 11 the New York
p:r>ize ring of nrr:t£ty Grand, n the dingy Kansas City hotel
room of' "A Pursuit Race," the railway station of "The Light
of the tvorld• u the Kansas City doctor's office of "God Hast
You 1\1erry, Gentlemen, n the irlyoming country of uwine of'
t•lyomingn and "'l'he Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio, 11 and the
r-t:tchigan woods again in "Fathers and Sons," to list a fair

representation.

The foreign settings of the short stories naf'ter
ltlorld War I" range from the Italian countryside of' "The

Revolutionist, n "Out of . Season," nHills Like VJhi te Elephants,"
and nohe 'l'i Dice La Patriatt; to the Swiss Alps of ''(}ross ...
Country Snow," "An Alpine Idyll, 11 and nnomage to Switzerland";
to the race tracks of Paris and the more domestic Parisian
relationships of "Mr. and Mrs. Elliot,"

ttA

Canary for One,"

and "The Sea Change"; to the aun ... lit _gorrid€1...::1 of Spain
.
.
and "The Undefeated," ttThe Capital of the v!orld," nThe

Mother of a Queen," and nA Clean, \'Jell-Lighted Place";
to the African veldt of "The.Short Happy Life of

;-

---

L
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Francis f11a.comber" and ffil'he Snows: of Kflimanjaro;" to the

widet slow waters

of

the 1C0ys and Cuba in "After the.Storm"

and ttThe Old ,Man and the Sea"-....all places Hemingvta.y was
.famili.ar '.-vith :from his

o~m

experience.

\1hat seems most evident from even such a perfunctory

cataloguing o:f the places of Heming;way t s fictional

~mrld

is

the range and va.:riety of foreign set tinga and , the emphasis
in both domestic and foreign settings on the outdoo:rs ... ..,.the

country, natu:re-""'as opposed to the city and the indoor life.

In fact, in only one of' Hemingway's stories is there the
feel of a. city a.t all:

that occurs in one of' his later

stories, n•rhe Capital of the \tJorl.d."

Inhabiting this far-flung fictional empire is a wide
ca$t of characters.

Occupationally these charapters consist

of: the young man learning about life and ita perils, the

soldier, the sportsman (h~nter, fisherman, skiier), the
bullfighter, the writer,

~he

jockey, the dope

addict~

the

prize fighter, the gangster, the homosexual, the Indian, the

doctor, the woman (young girl. wife, mother, prostitute,
lesbj.a.n) ..

The young man discovering the implications of living,
one of Heming\'.ray t s

favor~. te

motif cha:t.racters, is the Nick

Adams of all the "before tvorld War

P~

stories;

"Indian
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Camp, n "The Doctor and the Doctor t s Wife," nrrhe End of
Something) It TIThe Three-Day Blow' n 1t'l,he Battler. u and "Ten
Indians."

He is the young lad of nMy Old Man"; he is

K:c~ebs

in "Soldier's Homen; he is Nick a.gc-1in. in tt'l'he Killers"; and
he ia Paco in "The Oapital of the \:1forld. n

'l'he soldier is

seen from many different angles in the'interchapters of

In ·QB.r.·

:,r,m~.,

and suoh stories as

11

A Very 8ho:rt Story,"

"A Simple gnquiry, tt nNow I Lay Me, n and nA i!lay You' 11 Never

Be. n

rrhe sportsman, another favo:ri te in Herrtingway t s cast,

:i.s seen in embryo in many of the pre ...WorJ.d \lt!ar I stories t
and in full

gro~lth

"An Alpine ldyll, n

"Fathers and Sons,"

in such tales as nBig 'rw·o-Hea.rtad River,''
"Croas~Count:ry

ttfl~he

Snow, u "t'Jine of. Wyoming, n

Short Happy

l~if'e

Macomber, n rtrrhe Snows of' Kilima.njaro, tt

Sea.."

of F'ranoia

n~t'he

Old Man and the

The bullfighter appears in the interchapters and

"'fhe Undefeated' n llBanal Stoi..y t n UThe Mother of
!

The Capital of the World. n

1

£,..'\,

Queen' n

The 't'l:riter is seen in ':'Fathers

and Sons," and "The Snows of K1.limanjaro"; the ,jockey in
'tMy

Old

~;!ant';

the dope addict ·in "i\ Pursui.t Raceu; the prize

1

fighter in ttF i:f'ty Grandu; the gangster in nr.rhe Killers"; the
homosexual in tf'l1he Battler" and "The Mother of a Queen.u
'l'he Indian occurs in nlndian Camp • n "'rhe Doctor and the

Doctor's 1•Vife, n "'ren Indiana. n and "Fathers and Sonsn; and

the doctor appears in nThe Doctor and the Doctorta Wi:f'e,H
71

God Rest Y'()u Merry, Gentlemen,n and nFathers and Sons."

Finally, there are Heming'"'ay 1 s \>tomen .. · There is Liz
Coates. the young girl being initiated into li£e 1 in "Up in
r>'I:i.chig~ul, n

the only girl) incidenta.lly, '!ji!'hO serve$ as the

main character in a ·Heming\'lay abort story; there are other
young girls. in n•rhe End of Something, 11 wrhe Three-!>a.y Blow, tt
,,ran Indians • tt nHills Like White Elephants, n and "Fathers

and Son an; t,here are the \'rives of "Cross-Country Snow t u
11

t'Jlr., and Mrs. glliot,n

11

Cat in the

Rain,~t

't'I'he S:novts o£

Kilintanjaro P n and t'The Short Happy I,if'e of· Francis r11aeomber; n

there are the mothers of "The Doctor ·and the Doctor's Wife,"
'~Soldier's

Home,r1 and "A Canary for· Onen; there are the

prostitutes

or

tf'l he Light o£ the trJorldu; and there is the
1

lesbian of HThe Sea

Ohang~."

I?rom the .'<'ride range of types observable 'in Hem.ingwayt s

fietional

~!Orld,

it is interesting to note h$re that fl."om

the standpoint of' nationalities there are really but two
heroes,.

Ii'irst is the Mneriean,

tr~ho

is the leading parsonage

in all of Hemingway's stories set in the United States, as
well as in most of those stories with

a

fore:t.gn background.

'rh:ts American is usually· Nick Adams who upt>ears by name in
twelve of the stories • and \tthose facsimile is identifiable
in eleven more . 1

tl'he second nationality in which the

I·letnilli,"\'lay hero sometimes occurs is Spanish.

With the singl$
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exception of the Italian soldiers in HA Simple Enquiry," all
Hemingway's leading actors who

or

or

Spanish descent.

~u·e

not American a.x·e Spanish

One clearly perceives the extent of

Heming1'¥ay 9 s national sympathies in "The Undefeated," "A Clean,
tliell-l.ighted Pla.ce,n H'rhe Mother of a Queen,'1 rfiJ.'he Capital of
the 'World, n uOld r•1an at the

Bridge~ n

and nThe Old Man and the

Sea.u
One notes; also, tha.t despite the

with~

range of types

in Hemingtrray' s w·orld, there are some characters that are
conspi.cuously missing.

Few, if any, very small children or

very old men are seen in Hemingway's world..
Santi~J.go

in "The Old

r~1an

One thinks of

and the Soa, u and the old man in

nold Man at the Bridge," two of Hem:i.n&ilJay•s later stories,

but it is very difficult to recall anyone else.

Then, too,

there are no businessmen; no American businessmen, at least,

as one thinks of them.
brokers, bankers,

pol.i tician.s.

There are no shoe clerks, stock

industrialists~

Of the characters

i11

and neither are thGre any
Hemillg'!rifay' s stories, the

great majority would feel most at home in an outdoor
Among Hemingt·Iay' s

setting~~

people the emphasis very definitely is on

the man functioning, and functioning l'lell, close to the earth.
III.

THE BASIC SITUATIONS

By examining each of Hemingway's stories for content
and theme, one may break down the subject matter into a

40
number of categories such as those listed in Table I on: the
adjoin:fng page, a p.erusal of 'VJ"hioh will prove helpful in ·
understanding what · happens to Hemingway 9 s people in
Heming~ua.y 1 s

places.

Of the fifty ... two stories tabulated, seventeen are
concerned basically with youth and early initiation into the

complexities and frustrations oi" l:i.fe; ·tl'renty-six deal itrl th
some aspect of violence and dea:th; ten more are concerned

directly l'li th war; twenty-thre.e treat some aspect of the
male-female relationship; three are sto:ri.es of bullfighting,

six are concerned with hunting or fishing, and tour with
other sports such as prize fighting 1 horse racing, and

skiing.

A more extended analysis will reveal even further
conclusions which are appliea.ble to the subjects o:f these ·

stories.

In Heraing'.1ay' s first story, "Up in Michigan,"

Liz OoatEH3 receives her baptism into womanhood by being

raped by the hired hand; in "The Ii!nd o.f Something, 11 Nick

Adams confronts an adolescent love that has gone sour;
"A Very Short Story" .finds an American soldiel."' (an older
Nick Adams) confront:i.ng another aspect of souring love;

Krebs in nsoldier' s Homen returns from the "Vtar unable to
'

.

.

stomach his town, the girls of his town, or his mother; in
"!4y Old Man*' a young boy discovers that his :Jockey father

is a crook; Nick Adams discovers his girl is promiscuous in

~

/r--:

TABLE I
~~\JOR

SUBJECT AREAS OF THE SHORT STORIES

Violence and

Youth.and
Initiation

·naath

Up in Puchigan(A} Up in !~iehigan
On the Quai

Indian Ca.-np{H ,A)
The Doctor and

Sexual
Relatronships

\llar.

Up in Michigan

On the Quai

Indian Camp

Sports

'l'he Doctor and
the Doctor's

the Doctor's

\1.i:fe

\1ife(N,A)

The End o:f
Something{N,A)
The Three Day
Blow{N,A}
The Bat-tler(N,A}
A Verv Short

The End o:f

:somet..ung

The Battler

A Very ShortA Very Short
Story
Story
Soldier's
Home
The Revolutionist

St.oey{*}

Soldier's
Home(*,A)

?VIr. and Mrs.

Elliot
Cat in the Rain
Out o:f

Out of

Season(*}
Cross-Country

· Snow(N)

SnOl'l

!Viy Old

I'Jiy Old Man

£;iy Old Man

Season
Cross-Country
F~an

The Undefeated

The Undefeated

Big Tt'fo-Hearted

In Another
Country

In Another
Country

In Another
Country(*}

River(N,-4)

~
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TABLE I (continued}
and
Initiation

~----Youth

Violence and

-sexuar ·

D-eath

?Jar

Relationships

Sports

Hills Like ~lliite
Elephants(*}
'fhe Killers ( N,it}

The Killers

Fifty Grand(A}

Che Ti Dice La
Patria

Fi:fty Grand
A Simple Enquiry

Ten Indians(N,A)

Ten Indians
A Canary
£or One{*)

An Alpine Idyll{*)
A Pursuit Pt.ace{A)
Today is Friday
Banal Story
Now I Lay l'·1e {!"11}

An Alpine Idyll
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1

'Ten Indians"; in n'l'he Killeratt Nick learns about hoodlums

and the way a man dies; in nFathera and Sons 11 Nick recalls
his early discoveries concerning sax; in nThe Capital of the
'VJox~ldn

the boy Paco is killed in play ... bullfighting in a

fJ1ad:rid cafe.

What seems central in all of ·these stories is

that the protagonists in confronting life are losing ·their

illusions concerning the tradi.tional value system.

A different focus is observed in another group of
short stories.

In "Indian Camp" Nick Adams vratches his

father deliver an Indian baby l'Thile the husband, unable to
-------

----------------------------

-------

~-----------------------~~~~

bear h:.i.s "t>'life' s pa:i.n • cuts ld s throat l"'i th a razor.

"In'

Another Country 11 dea.l.a with the physical and psychical.
\'.rounds Nitek receives from war; nwow I Lay Men finds Nick

unable to sleep at nig)lt because of the war; in ttJtfter the

Storm" Nick ·tl"'ies to salvage a sunken schooner with a dead
woman float:tng in it; in "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen" a

youth amputates his penis; "A Way You' 11 Never Ben finds a

mentally deranged Nick again at the front; "A Natural
History of the Dead" treats graphically of the "ray men die
and look when dead; ttA Man of the VJ'orld" concerns a fight
in which an eye and part of. a nose are bitten out.
representative group

In this

of stories; the protagonists are

being

initiated into the harshness and violence of life and are
groping for a way to deal with these forces.

'-----
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Still a third group of stories finds the protagonists
being initiated into the peculiarities and violence o£ human
relationships.
sexuality.

HThe

ln ml'he Ba.ttlern Nick Adams ·conf:rohts homo- ·
Sea Ghange" and "'rhe Mother o£ a Clueenn

also· deal t-1i th the abnoru1al aspect of sexual relationships ..
"Mr. and l4r$,. Elliot" traces the attempts of' a couple to
have a child; '*H:i.lls Like White Elephantsn treats of abor ...
tion; in '1An Alpir1e Idyll" a S'!Jdsa peasant hangs a lantern

from the frozen jaw of.' his dead wife; "The Light, of the
~110t"ldn

.features Nickts meeting with heavyweight prostitutes.

"IJ.'he Short Happy Life

ot

Ji'rancis .JIJiacomber, n t'The Snow·s of

Kilimanjaro • n and "Get a Seeing... I~yed Do.g" o<>neetn, in

violent terms, the

some~1hat

more ttnormal" marital hazards

of the rnale ... .female relationship.
A fourth group of stories reveals still another
theme.

In ''The Undef.eatedn an old, unwanted bullf:tghter,

deapite the jeers of the

crowd~

conducts himself bravely,

if not efficiently, in dispatching his last bulls..

In

ffl:1"ifty Grand n a veteran boxer who· bets on himself, because

he plan$ to thrmiT the fight, discovers he has been double ...
crossed and under great pain reacts t-.rell enough to salvage

his wager.,

In "The Killers" Ole Andreson waits passively to

be killed; Cayetano, the gambler in "'fhe Gambler, the Nun,
and the Radio,n will not reveal who shot him; Nick Adams in
-

'

.,

'~

·~·'

'

''"'"

.., ...

"Big 1'\'.ro ...Hearted Hivern follows a ritualistic pattern in all

=~\

----

i!!

/+7

aepects
____9.f his camping
and fishing;
Wilson, the
..
.
--· .. ..
.. ......... .
···-··~--~·~--.- ~·,............

""'"··-.--··--~-...

.

.

.

-~

"tt1h~.te

hunter

''

. of. n•r1:1e Short Happy Life of Francis Macombe,r," follows a.
rig1.d set of :rules in· ~he d.isposal of wild animals and in
t:,he condu.ct of his

person~l

life, a :pattern that Francis

Macomber himself w·as to Jearn, if only for a brief moment of
. time; and San;t.iago of "The Old M.a.n and the Sea" catches and

loses

hi~

big fish in the ordered style of which his very

life is made.

ltlhat. is e.ent:ral t.o. th:ts group o£ stories is

·thtlt these characters are no longer being; initiated into

the hazards of life, or at

longer necessary.-

l~ast

find the irlitiation no

'llhey are no longer changeable •. Instead

they are all reacting to life n.ow in an unchanging pattern,
with a "code," and they exhtbit this pattern and test it in
action"

It may be concluded then, that in Hemingt'tl'ay' s shor
stories the basic ei tuations ......what h:ls people do in his

places .... -in their broadest implications, a.re actually of but
three types;

{1) his pEH>ple confront life" or rat'l expe-

rience, and. are ini·tiated into it; (2) having been initiated,
his people t:ry to find a way to cope adequately wi.th life;

and {.3) having been initiated and having found a. way
his. pe()ple contimHllly test the validity of this way i.n

action.

IV"·

THg MOTIVES

· Having examined the places, the people t ·and the basic

situations in the f:tctional world o:t:' Brnest Hemingl'.ray' s
.

.

short stories, one now needs only to dis covel" the moti vatiom3·0f his people.

Why do Hemingwayrs characters, in his

--

settings, respond to the basic situations as they do? What
ax•e their goals and aspirations?

what 1na.y they hope?

Just what

Given their world, f'or

furnisher~

the incentive for

their aetiona?

In order to understand what the goals o:r aspirations
of Hemin&,rt-ray' s characters are, one must first know 't<That
rather~

their world :i. s like, or

t'll'hat it appears to be like

to them, for whatever they·may hope for is

ce~tainly

deter-

mined by ·what they know their t>Jorld to be like.
'lll.e~ their

~·

world in only one way ......through their...

They see ttthe silvered gray of the sa.ge

b~ush,

the

quick, clear -vmter in the i:t·rigation ditches, and the heavy

green of the alfalfa,. n2

'rhey see "the 'lt>ray the hair was

black em his arms and how 'tllhite they [the Ell"'fna] were above

the tanned l:tne, • .,n)

They hear the skiis nhissing in the

-···~···

2Itrnest Hemingway, "The Snows of Kilimanja:ro," The
Fifth Qs.~!J!lm §.!1S .~h§ .f!1:s~ ~or.tt ...Nine ~Q.r.;\.eJ! (New York"":'·
m:iir'!es Scribner's .· ons, l938J, p:-ib9.
·
)Hemingway, nup :i.n Michigan,,, p. 1?9.
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crystalline powder snow ••• n4

'l'hey hear the uca-ra..:wongl

or

Wilson's big rifle •• "" 5 'Ehey smell. the places where Indians

have lived-... "the st-teetgrass smell, ·the· smoke stnell and that
other [smell] like a fresh cased marten skin.n6 · They smell

"the sweet blood sme11n and the smell that comes "across.

the h~rbour from the shark factory .. n7 They touch the
"$mooth, cool,

undert"mt~r

feeling" of the trout a:nd "the

delieat~ mucus" that covers him.B They walk along the
"quaky bog of the creek bottom, n and on the nspringy-ne.edled
ground with no undergrowth. n9

'.rhey taste "the cherry-pit

taste of good kirsch,nlO and feel their mouths nrull of the
taste o£ pennies.nll
Sight, hearing,

smell~

touch, taste••these are the

receptors ·o.f experience 1 and these have told Heming\·Iay's
fictional people many things about theb:· world.

From the

4n~;r.rn·ing\'ray, "Cross ... Country Snow, n p., 282.
5aemingway~ "The Short Happy Li:fe of Francis

Macomber," p.

119~

6Hem:i.ngway, "Fathers and Sons 1 11 pp .. 595-596.
?Hemingway, ttThe Old Man and the Sea, n pp. 12·13.
$Hemi.ngway, ttBig Two ...Hearted River, n p. 32.3.
9Hemingway' II·Fathers and Sons' n pp. 590-591.
1°Hemingway, rtThe Snows of 1\ilima.njaro," p. 155.
llibid .. , P• 164.

very first they have known it to be a world of pain, a world
in t-lhieh they oould often hear the screaming·,.

"Up

in.

Liz Coates in

Miehigantt is the :ri:r:~st victim::

l'he hemlock plants of :~he dock t'lere hard a.nd
splintery and cold and Jim '(rl&S heavy on her and he ha.d
hurt. her·. Liz pushed h:i.rn:, she was uncomfortable and
cramped·. t1im was asleep·. He wouldn't move·. . She
worked. out from under him. and sat up and straightened
her skirt. and coat and tried to do something with her
hair·•• ·•·• Liz started ·co cry·. She 't'mlked over to the
edge of the dock and looked down to the t1ater·. There
'ttta.s a. miat coming up from the bay·.. She ttTas cold t:tnd
miserable and everything felt gone·.l2
From the refugees in

19

0n the Quai a.t Smyrna'• ''

Hemingway's people hear the sounds of pain:
'l'he strange thing wa~:r, he said·, hmt they screamed
every night at m:t.dnight, I do not know why they
screamed at thHt time.. We were in the. harbor and they
were all on the pier and at midnight they started
screaming•••• The worst, he said • were the \'mmen with
dead babies. r.rhey'd h{;?.ye babies dead for six days.

lv ouldn t t

give them up. 13

r11he sound is heard again in "Indian Camp":

Inside on a v-moden bunk lay a young Indian woman.
She ht:ad been trying to have her baby for two days-., ••
She screamed just as Nick and the two Indians f.ollor.•;ed
his .father and Uncle George int;o the shanty .14

Adolescent love does not escape the

pain~

either,

though it is no longer so physical:
He w·as afraid to look at

at her.

~1tl.rjor:te•

Then he looked

She sat there with her back toward him.

12Hemingway,. nup in Michigan," p. 18.3.
l:3Hemingway, "On the f~luai at Smyrna," p ~ 1£15.
14Heming\'tay, "Indian Crunp,11 p. 190.

He
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looked at her back. "It isn't fun any more. Not any
of it.n
She didn't say anything. He t:ent on. ux feel as
though everything \'lEU~ gone to hell inside of me.. I
· don t t knot-t, M.arge. I don'· t kno'I.PI' what to say. n
He looked on at her back.
·
"Isn't love any ftJ.n?" Marjorie said.
"No," Nick said .. l!>

Two veterans absorb the pain:
He wanted to say something, but he started to coug)l.
It was hot and choking. He looked down for the mu.leta.
He must go over and salute the president, President

hell! He "1as sitting down looking at something. It
was the bull •••• To hell \'rl. th the bull! To hell w:t th

them all!
to coughfj

He started to get to his feet and commenced
He sat dQ'Irm again coughing. fJomebody came

and pushed him up .1<:>

,

He backed Jack up against the ropes, measured h:tm

and then hooked the l.eft very light to ·the aide of
Jack' a head and socked the rir)lt into the body as hard
as he could sock t just as lol'r as he could get it.. He
must have hit him five inches below the belt. I
thought the eyes t.rould come out of Jack t s head. 'rhey
stuck 't'fay out.. H:ta mouth come open .17
ll:ven the animals feel it:

He [the lion] had turned at bay tas soon as he had
reached his cover and he w·as sick with the wound through
his full belly, and v1eakening with the llround through
his lungs that brought a thin foamy red to his mouth

each time he breathed.,lH

15Herningwa.y, ttThe J);nd of Something," pp. 208 ... 209 ..

l6neming;;'ll'ay 1 tt'l'he Unde.f'ea.ted, n p • .362.
17Hem:tngway, "li':i.fty Grand," p. 422.

l(~Hem:lngway, uThe Short
Macomber," P• 118.

Happy Life o£ F1•a.ncis

--------------------
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lt is a l"torld full of great risks and violence 'tdth
death, natural dmd unnatural, always lurking close by, the

senses

tell

Hemingway's people~

'I'here is the unnatural act

of the Indian in nindian Camptt who could stand his t'll'ifet s

screams no longer:
'1"11.e Indian lay 'tt'lith his face toward the t•mll.

throat had been cut from ear to ear..

His

The blood had

flot.Yed do'!rm j,nto a pool where his body sae;ged the bunk;.

His head rested on his left ann.
edge·up, in the blankets .. 19

There·is the case of

'rhe open razor lay,

'f!J11liamson~

the bombing officer:

,.. ,he was caught :i.n the wire, with a flare lighting
him up and his bowels spilled out into the tr.rire 1 so when
they brought him in, alive, they had to cut him loose.
Shoot me, Harry. For Christ sake shoot me.. Noth:ing
passed out \~illiam$on until he gave him all his morphine
tablets that he had ahra.ys sav~d to use himself and then

they did not work right away,.20

·

IJ.'here is the youth in UQod Rest You !Werry, Gentlemen, n
so full of misdirected religion tha.t he attempted to amputate

·the organ he considered impure and sinful.

Again, there are

the animals:
The Greeks were nice charJs too.

When they evacuated

they had all their baggage animals they couldn't take
off "'lith them so they just broke th$ir forelegs and
dur.11ped them into the shallow t~ater .. 21

There is also Spanish influenza and the "natural"

deatht
19nemingtr.ray, ttindian Oarnp, n P• 192.
20Hamingway• "The Snows o.f Kilimanjaro,n P• 171.
21HGmingt'ray, "On th..;~ C1ua:t at Smyrna,n p. 186 ..
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In this you drolm in mucus, choking; and how you
knm'l. the pat:J.ent • s dead is: at the end he turns to be a
l~ttle child. again, though with his manly forcer, and

fills the sheets as full as any diaper with one· vast,
final. yellow cataract that flovn; and dribbles on after
he's gone.22
·
·
Heming\-v'ay's people know it to be a world in lvh:i.ch the
g~lp

bett'1een what they have been told or led to believe and

the actuality is exceedingly great.
much evil abroad in this

For example, .there is

world~

"Wnat a:re· you going to k,ill Ole Andreson for? (George
\¥hat did he ever do to you?'*

ask~h]

"He never had a chance to do anything to us.

He

never even seen us.n
"And he's only going to see us onoe,n Al said frol'll
the kitchen.23
And fathers are not gods in this t.llorld, but mere
human beings.

The Indian Dick l3oulton

revea1~>'1

this in the

conversation wi.th Nick Adams's .father just. before the :row
from \'lhich Nick's

f~a.ther

backed down in url,he Doctor and the

Doctor's Wife":

"\"fell, Doc; u he said, rttha.t' s a nice lot of timber
you•ve atolen.u
noon.'t talk that way, Dick," t.h~.:."'~ doct.m." said. 11 It's
dri.ftwood •••• All right. I£ you· think the logs are
stolen~ take your ~;~tuff and get out .. n24
Later., too, \'.rhen Nick has g:rmm to fa·t.herhood himself,

he recalls the fallibility of his father concerning sex:
22nemingtv-ay, '*A Natural His:Jtory of the Dead, u p. 543.

23Heming;vmy, nThe Killers~ u p ~ 381 ~
p. 198 ..

24Heming\'la.y, ff'J.'he Doctor and the Doctor's t·J'if'e, ir

----
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His £ather had summed up the whole matter by ste:ting

that masturbation produced blindness, insanity and
death, while a man t>Jho went t"lith prostitutes ~rould
contact hideous venereal diseases and that the thing to
do was to keep your hands off o£ peopleo25
Furthermoi"e • love takes strange forms:

"It's really an a'lfifully simple operation, Jig~ tt the
man said., nxt' s not really an operat:.lon at all. t
The girl looked at the ground the table legs l"ested

on.

"I know you \'lottldn •t mind it • Jig.

anythi.ng.,

It !s :t't%tlly not

It' El just to let the air :ln.n2~;>

''I'm sorry, n she said.

U!f 5. t 1ll$.S a rru:m•-tt
nnon't say that. It wouldn't be a man..,
that. Don • t you tl"ust me?n27

<

You know

Noi th.er does love last:

ttAmer:toana make the best husbands," the American
lady said to my 'lrtif'e. I \'las getting do\'m the bags,
nAmericnn men are the only men in the \'lo:rld to marry,"

•• ,We were t~tur·n:tng to Paris to set up separate
residences.2o
~

In fact, nothing lasts:

I'm getting as bored with dying as with everything
else, he thought.
"It's a bore._n he said out loud ..
Ut'Jhat is, rny dear?n
"Anything you do too bloody long,n29
25nemingt'1ay, "Fathers and Sons," p, 589.

2~emingway,

11

Hills Like White Elephants,n P~> 373.

27Hemingway, !tlJ.'he Sea Change, tt P• 496~

2$Hemingway, "A Cana.:ry for One.tt PP• 4.38-440.
29aeming'tr;a:y, "The Sno1.1s of K:i.limanjaro ," P• 171.

---
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'rhia

t-~·orld

that Hemingvra.y' s people kno'" f:rom

absorbing .ratr.r experience through their sensory organs is
one in which all are hunted in some way and.all must die,
and sometimes the d1fferenet9 between the hunter and the
hunted is indistinguishable.

Just before he is ahot.by his

wife, Macomber discusses it with Wilson:
nyou knol'f, I•d like to try anothel? lion, n Macomber .

said.

"I'm really not afraid of them now.

what can they do to you"l"

After all•

ffThat t s it," said Wilson. nvlorst one can do is kill
you. How does :i.t go.? · Shakespeal.. e. Damned good. See
i.f I can remember. Oh, damned ·good. Used to quote it
to myself a:t 011e time. Let's see. 'By my troth, I care
not; a man can die but once; we owe God a death and let

it go w}1ich 'r11ay it will he that di s this year is quit

for the next, •

Damned f'ine, eh~ln)

0

.

Santiago reels it .in "The Old }4an and the Sea'•: .

You are killing me, fish, the old man thought. But
you ha.ve a . right to. Never have I seen e:'l. greater • or
more beautiful, or a calmer or more noble thing than
Y?Ui. broth~!. Come on and kill me. .I d~-.n~;t ~~~e._ who

.
Ha~'''"~~~c(\.,~_ '<.J J h.t ;; tl!!-·~.(1,:;~ ..e.-t... ~ .
.. fw-•-• . ••
I
It is a ~~~!:a!,t!.4,1"~"[~::,!~sed, Godless l>Jor • In his

kil s who.

L

•.;,,

battle with the great £ish Santiago senses

~.t:

I do not understand these things, he thought. But it
is good that we do not have to try to kill the sun or
the moon or the stars. It is enough to live on the sea
and kill our true brothers,..32
.

JOneming\'llay, "'l'he Short Happy ldfe of Francis

1\iacomber,n p. 1,31.

3lHemin~lay • "The Old Man and the Sea, n p.. 102.

32Ibi.9,. t p •.83.

- - ------------
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The argument from des:tgn for p. Biblical God is posed
N~tural

in "The

History of the Dead":

: .Can. that Being v1ho planted 1 \'laterad and brought to
perfection, in this obscure part of the't<lo:rld, a thing
\'lhich · appears <.1:£' _so sraall :tmp<.>rtanc~ • look with unconcern
upon the situation and suffering of creatures found
after his .own image? S~rely not. JJ
_
Later~

by a brl.tta.l, stark desc:r:.,.pt:.ton of the many

ways a man dies, the a1.. gument is broken open.

One example

will do:
Others 't'l1ould die like cats; a skull- broken in and
iron in the brain, they lie alive t\'>10 days like cats
that cra"trtl into ·the coal bin l1i th a· bullet in the brain
and will r1ot die un·til you cut their heads off. 3l:·

The full
occurs in

~xpression

of the appearance

or

this world

''A Clean, Well...Lighted Place,"· as the older waiter

closes the cafe:
.... What did he fear'? It was not fear or dread. It wa)_
a nothing thathe knew too well. :tt was all a nothing
and' a man_ was nothing too. _lt Wfl.-Ef only that and light
-~ "J~~~!
was all it needed and a certain cleanness and order.
~l'
Some lived in it and never felt :tt but he knew it all
pP't~."
.
was nada y pues nada y nada y pues na.da. Our nada who
-"-~
art in nada, nada be thy nan_1e thy kingdom nada thy l'lill .·_V_ _ lV'~ },$.>-:. ·
be nada in nada as it is in nada. Give its this nada ou l ~~-~~··\
daily nada and nada us our nada as we nada our nadas
· · y..o

. ,.

and nada us not into nada but deliver ua from nada; pue

nada .. ., Hail nothing full of nothing. nothing ia with
thee.~5
·

·----33Hemingway, "A Natural History of the Dea.d,n p.

-

1.

538 ..

.34Ibid., p·. 542.
35Hemin@'lay, nA Clean, Well ...lrighted Placet n p .. 481.

~!!!!
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Obviously, this is a world to l'Thich the mind., it¥hen it
ponders_ t~e raw eXperience received by the

furnish no solid

or permanent

aner~vere.

s.ens~s,

In fact, too much

mind can prevent you from slaQping as .§!m.9J.:

Adams) has discovered in "Now I

Lay

can

I.q~n:.~.~t.~

(l\liek

Me":

"Say, -Signor 'renente, is there something really the

matter that you can•t sleep? I never see you sleep ..
You haven't slept nights ever since :I: been with you.,"
n:t: don't• know, John," I said. "l got in pretty bad
shar.e along eat"ly last spring and at night:· 1-t bothers
me., •
.
UJust like I am n he said,. nr .shouldn't have ever
got in this war;; I 9m too nel:'V'Q'tJ.S. n
"M:aybe it will gat be1~ter. n:;,o

}3ut

~.t

never ha.s and it never t>·Jill:

nr wonder what he did"'l" Nick said.
nnouble-crossed somebody" · 'l'luit 's t'lhat they kill
them for.,H
"I'm going to get out of this town,n Nick said,
nyes," said George. "That's a good thing to do."
nl can't stand to think about him waiting in the
room and kno\lring he's going to get 5. t.. It's too
damned al«rful. n
"~.t:ll," said George, nyou bettez• not think about·
it.n.,.·t

About such a l'Iorld it i.a surely .iust better not to

think;

Nick•s heart tightened as the trout moved. He felt
all the old feeling.
He turned and looked down the stream.. It stretched

U'IJtay, pebbly-bottomed with shallows and big boulders
and a deep pool a.s it curved avray around the foot ot a

bluff.

36nemingli'¥ay; nwo~r I Lay Me,u pp ..

1,.66-467. ·-

37uemingrrmy, ''The KillE~ra." p. 387 ..

Nick walked back up the ties to vthere ,his pack lay
in the cinders beside the railway track. He t;tas

happy .. 3B

He_~~~~ l1~_PPY because he . ~tas not 'th~!J.}c;~~t .. ?~l~¥.":f.~e~ing.

As Harry in n'l,he

Sno~ra

of Kilimanjaro" summed it up, "You

kept from thinking and it was all marvelous.u39

Part of' the reason it waa marvelous was that when

one was feeling, not thinking, one had no need for the use
of words• which, of all things in this world, could be the

most illusory and could most often go trwong if not controlled

rigorously:
I was always embarrassed by the words sacred,
glorious and sacrifice and the expression in vain.. w·e
had heard them· sometimes standing in the rain aln1os·t
out of earshot 1 so that only the shouted twrds came
through, and had read th$m, on proclamations that were

slapped up by bill posters over other proclamations,
now for a long time, and I had seen nothing sacred, and

the things that 'tt-re:re glorious had .no glory and the
sacrifices were like the stockyards at Chicago if
nothing was done with the meat except to bury it.
There \'ITere marry words you could not stand to hear and

finally only the names o£ places had dignity ••• a.bstract
words such as glory, honor, courage t or hall0\'1 w~re
obscene beside the concrete nrunes or villages •• ,40

Godless then, and without order; violent and full of

pain and illusion, with the only certainty one's ow:n
mortality--this is whert the \\TOrld appeal"S to be like to

.38Hemingvray, 'tBig r.rwo ... Hearted River t" p • 308 •

39Hemingway, '1The Snows of Kilima.njaro, n P• 157.
40Ernest Heming11ay1. A Fare1'1Tell
The Modern Library, c. 1932T,"'p ..... :£09b'.·

Jt.2. Arms,

-
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Hemine;vtay t s fictional people.

In such a universe what
Sho1~t

really can they ___!1ope or seek f'or'?
brains out, l'fhat should they do?

of blowing -t?heir

Wl)at .QSID. they. do?

One thing they can do • as Nick Adams does in i'J3ig
Two-H~arted

---

lti ver, u is to stop thinking about :t t and. indulge

their· .senses.

,-

---

·--·

Their logic. is uncomplicated:" Since the

world is only knol'm and .tested t.h:rough the S<·mses, what is

pltiaaeurable, therefore,. to the Henses, is good and should

,be indulgeq.ll-1

'rhis in(.).ulgence is seen in virtually all of

Hemingw·ay' s short stories but particularly in those dealing

l'fith

huntinf~;

fishing, and skiil1gt YJ...~. • n'rhe f3no-v;s of

Kilimanjaro' n UThe Short Happy

L:i.f~

of Francis f4acomber, It

?'Big Ttqo-Hearted Ri ve:r," "C:roas ...Country
Idyll," "Fathers and Sons. n

Drink :ts

at1

Sncr~1, n

"An Alpine

especially good

way to indulge the senses:

i·---·---

·-

-----

-

-

-

- -

---~--·---

·--

-

George leaned back against the wall and shut his
eyes ..
"W:i.ne a.ll'J'crvs makes me feel this way," he

"lt"eel bad ?'it Nick asked.
"No. I feel good• but funny."
"I know," Nick said,
"Sura•" said George.

sa:l.d~

,_

"Should ~re have another bottle?" Nick asked, 42
Best of' all, it helps you forget, temporarily.,

th~at

·the cent.er of things.

41Hemingt'lay himself, on page 4 of Death !,u ~P.~~ .
A.t:ternQpq, has gone on record: nso far about morals I know
only that what is moral. is what you feel good: after and what
is immoral is what you feel .bad afte:r ••• n
•· 42nemingway, ncross ... country Snm·1," p" 285.

-

--
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Se:x is another good method ·for indulging the senses
--------------------~

and helping you to fo:r•tt;et bE\cause it makes you .feel good t

-

too, at least for a while, before it becomes ·complicated and
becomes sour.

The best kind. ·Of sex, it follo\'!S f is usually

the. simplest and most transitory affair, such as Nick's
first experience with

''pl~p

brown leg}'l ~ flat

b~lly,

hard

·little breasts, well holding a:r:ms • quick searching tongue,
the flat eyes, the good taste of mouth n of ·t.he Indian girl

Trudy recalled in ttFathers.a.nd Sons,n43 o:r Harry's brief
affair in· nrrhe Snows of Kilimanja.ro" ¥V'ith

"a

hot Armen:tan

slut" who "felt as over ...ripe as she looked but smooth, rosepetal, sy:rupy, smooth ...bellied, big...breasted and needed no
pillo't"tS under her buttocks ••• n44
r11here are other ways, too..

There is William

Campbell's '-ray in nA Pursuit Race":
• ,; .on the forearm from jt.ast above the wrist to the
elbow, \':lere small blue circles arotlnd tiny dark blue
punctures. The circles almost touched one another.
"That•.s .the neTr>r development!" Wi.lli.am Campbell said.
"! drink a little noltt once n a whi.le, jttst ·to drive

the wolf out of the room. 11 4

Thi$ course o.f action, along ild.th so many. others, i s >
but a temporarr respite that helps one forget~ Frazer

43Hemingway, "Fathers and Sons," p. 595.
44-aem.ingway, "'l'he Snows of Kiliman,jaro," p • 16.3.

45Herningway, "A Pursuit Hace~" pp" 450-451.
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-

ponders i·t all in. trThe Ga.rabler, the Nun, and the Radiot';
Religion is the op:turn of the peopla ••• -Yes, and ,
music is the opium of the people, ••• And nO't'l economics
. is the opiun1 of the pf;.lople·..... What about sexual inter,...
course; ~tas that an opium of the people? Of some of
the people.. 0£ ·some ot the best of the people • But
drink tr?as a sovereign opium of the people, oh, an
excellent opium. Although some prefer the radio.·
· another opium of the people ..... Along with these went
gambling.; an opium of the people if there ever t.-va.s
one ..... What t•.raa the real• the actual, opium of the
people?., .0£ cout'se; bread war? the opi.u.m of the

people.4o

·

~

~

-

~

-

-

·~ ~~·
-

Besides indulging their senses, Hemingway's

people~

!=-==
~

depending on whether or not they still retain their illusions, have
world in

--

t"t1TO

l~hich

other courses of act:ton before them.

from the beginning everyone is doomed to
.

def~,

,!.sz..,

~.

In a

.

death, those that are still full ·of illusions

can be defeated by such ineffectual actions as those

exhib1.ted by Mro and M:rs. Elliot, in

1;;he

story of the same

name • 't'lhile trying to have a baby, or by Henry Adams in

his relationships with the Indians and his wife in ttThe
Doctor and the Doctor's \lli..fe, n or by ·the young couple
talking all around the subject; of abortion in tttUlls Like

White Elephants," or by Pace, fatally hooked on the "horns"
of the cafe chair, :tn "The Capital of the lllorld. n
If one is not. filled with

~rtrange

illusions, one,

though still-destined eventually for defeat, can take

pp"

46Hemingway, "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio,"
5$3-584.
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slightly more effectual action ·by being defeated, at least,
on one's ·own terms.

This is the highest one ·c·a.n ·hope f'o;r ..,

To·be defeated on one's own terms• however, presupposes that

one knows onese-lf\

Ye'l:;, · one can only really colne

to a knowl ...

edge of himself, or ·really and finally test him:nelf, 'by
confronting some ter:rible risk or danger such as

death~~

Therefore, in order ·to be defeated on one • a own terms, a man

must face desperate risks and face them bravely while
keeping a tight discipline on himself, as Manuel Garcia does

with the bulls in ttThe Undefeated" a.nd Robert Wilson in
"The Short Happy Life o:f' Francis :Maoombern with the wounded
lion.

One also manages to face defea.t on his own terms by

doing whatever he has to do w·ell or as best he can and tdth
/

pride.

The

vet(~ran

fighter :i.n uFif'ty Grand, n fouled, but

still able to function V>lell enough to lose, and the old fish-

erman Santiago hooked tragically and irrevocably to his grea·t
fish, exh:i.bit this quality,.

One may further control his own

defeat by dying well, as Ole Andresen il'l rtThe Kille:rstt
indicates he tdll when he lies on his bed and refuses to run
from his hired assassins, and as Garcia does on the operat:i.ng
table, still confident, but angered that smyone 't'rould want
to cut off' the pigtail that marks him as a killer of bulls.
Thus, by imposing on one's conduct certain strictures
o:f' form and style t'lhich attempt to bring some order out of
the otherwise orderlessness of. the 't"Torld is it poss:i.ble to
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be defeated on one t s ovm terms.

In the t1orld of Hemingway's

short frl,jories, this is the very closest one can expect to
come to the "lightn and the "cleanness and ordertt that the
old wait.er of "A Clean, i!IJell ... Lighted Place" and, in fact,
a.ll Hemingway's people, would like to have.
Many

of Hemingt•my' s most respec·ted critics

substantiate these conclusions concerning Hemingway's
fictional world.

Edmund Wilson believes the theme central

to Hemingl'my t s t'lor ld to be that o£ "man eternally pitting
himself .......l!eming!:@y thinks the bullfight a ritual of this ......
age.inst,
animal force and the odds of death. n47
-· -----

Maxwell

Geismar, working a similar vein, bel:l.eves Hemingway's world
to be a aeries of little deaths before the final and major

annihilation.

He says, nneath is the true protagonist, not

merely the good death but the evil, too, the spiritual, and
not just the big death, but all the little deaths we die
from moment to moment ...... those of cowardice and frustration,_
of• hatred, of g;ui-lt-~-a.Uon ..... n4S

In an absorbing and finely reasoned discussion of
Hemingway's work, Robert Penn ·warren emphasizes the violence
q.? gdmund. WiJ.son, ·r~ ~fY!lS a~~ ..~b.ft Bow ( Ne"te¥ York:
Oxford University Press, 947 , p..
3.
48Maxwell Geismar, ngrnest Heming;way: You Could
Always Come Back, n l~f'P§.!!!. !!~..W.iti,gw~: Dlsi ~ fo\:xl4. ll!s [Js>rJ<,
John K. Me Caffery, editor, pp. l
...164o
·

and meaninglessness at the heart of Hemingt;n:l.y' a t'lorld:

It is in terms of self..,imposed discipline that the
heroes make one. gallant, though limited, effort to
redeem the incoherence of·the world: They attempt to
impose some f'orm upon the disorder of their lives, the
technique of the bullfighter or sportsman, the discipline of the soldier, the fidelity of the lover, or
.even the code of the gangster, which though apparently
dehumanizing) has its own ethic. The form is never
quite adequate to subdue the world, but th~ fidelity
to it is part of the gallantry of' defeat.4)1
.
This, Warren declares, is the basic situation in
Hemingway• s world and the only situation from trlhioh the

author can derive interest when

~~iting.

The code and

discipline, Warren maintains, a.re importf!J1.t to Hemingvray

and his ch:.u··acters because they can give meaning to life
which otherwise seems to have no meaning or justifica.tion.

In other words, in a world without supernatural sanctions,
:i.n the God-abandoned world o:f modernity, man can realize an
ideaJ. mean;Lng only so far as he·

code.

ea~.n

def:i ne and ma:i ntajn the

1'he effort to de .fine and maintain the code, however

l:i.rn:tted"and

imperfect it may

be~

is the characteristically

human effort and provides the tra.gic or pitiful human
story,.5°
Cayetano, the gambler in "'fhe Gambler, the Nun, and
the lta.dio," tells

ho~1

J.t is with these "codeu men and

~.rhat

l~o9Robe:rt Penn Warren, ttHemingway," ~..it,ra:rx Q,'Qjnipn,
editor (New York: Harpe:r &

m £!meric~ Morton .D. Zabel,
B~thers, 1951), p. 451.
·
5°!9t~ •• p. 445.

one must· do in this woz•ld created by his

author~

uno you have bad luck tt11ith all games?" [Frazex• askedJ
''With everything and l'lith women. n He (Cayetano]

smiled again sho'~:fing his bad teeth,
n'rruly? 1'
''Truly,. n
ttAnd 'tl'lhat is there to do?"
"Continue slol'rly, and ~.rait for luck to change. n5l

In the concluding lines of the last story Hmaing\'tay
published before his death,. the Hemingway hero, blind now,

but characteristically still ha.vj.ng marital troubles, walks
uncertainly down a flight of s·tairs.

~"'or

all of Hemingway's

people:, in all of their places, in all of their situations
and :involvements, he reflects 'thus on the good life:
•.•.• I am not doing too well at this. That I can promise
But what else oa.n you do• Noth:i.ng, he thougtxt.
~Chere t s noth:i.ng you can do.
But maybe, as you go along.,
you will get good at it.52

you.

Hemingt>Te.yts entire fictional VJOl"ld aeema

in these four lines..

s~bolized

fl'he hero now is blind, a man whose

means of comprehension are

limited; hence, without any

camouflage now, he :is x·eall.y a puny figure 't'.rhen measured
against the

~·--------~------~------enormi~.
His place• his

location in

\

space and time is an uncertain one on a. stafrcase in the
middle of the twentieth century.

His

s~.tuation,

beyond his

. 51Heming\tay, nrrhe Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio,"
PP• 5t~l-5$2.

52 Ernest Hemingt<ray, naet a Seeing...F;yed Dog, n '}:b~

!t.~.p.n,t;!._g; ~on:th.*I' Ctii~ (November.,

195"1), .6B.

--------------
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stairs~

love aohes; is that he is descending the

Signifi- ·

cantly, he is alone and on the way dol-.m. 'How is he doing.~l ·,
Not very well,

for?

'f!Jhat · can he do 'l

Nothing.

What can he hope

Togo along, to stick it out; and maybe, just maybe,

he can get good at doing this nothing.

In the Hemingtr1ay

canon, itl this last of his publ:i.shed short storiest !J&\da
has truly come full circle ..

CHAPTER IV
HEMING\~AYtS

DIC'l'!ON AND

rrs

RT~LATl.ONSHIP

TO HIS FICTIONAL WORLD

The tracing and identifying of Hemingt1ay' s basic
perspective for viewing life, the description and analysis
of' the fictional world he represents in his short stories,
tttill be seen now to have the:i.r proper significance in the

selection of an appropriate technique l'Tith which to transfer
this world onto the printed page and thence into the
reader t s imagination..

Ho'fl'l does an artist, -vrork:tng in prose,

and particularly in terms of diction, transmit the truthful

"sequence of mo·tion and .fact which made the $lnot1on"?l How
does he portray a world in which traditional values have
been

und~:rmined,

a wo:r•ld in which words, those great illu-

sion shapers • have too long been used too loosely?

Just

hO'VJ'

does he use his craft to objectify a world o.f violence, of

death, of

.P,~dq?

If the artist is Ernest Hemingway, such a world is
recreated in this manner:
tve l'iere in a garden at 111[ons. Young Buckley came in
with his patrol .from across the river.. The first German
I saw climbed up over the garden wall. ~~e waited ·t;ill

lll'or Hemingt·1ay t s more complete statement on this
. subject, from which this quotation is drawn • refer again to
page 1 of this thesis.
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he got one ·leg over and then pot.ted hirrt. ··· He had so fi1U.oh ···
equipment on and looked awfully surprised and fell do't'm
into the garden" 'rhen three more came over further dol'm

the wall.

We shot them.

They all came just like that.2

As John Peale Bishop has remarked, ttin writers
previous to Hemingway the reader is never left in the
slightest doubt as to l'J'hat he is supposed to feel from the

f'iction .. n.3

But in this interchapter vignette of the Germans

coming over the wall and being shot* one by one, all emotion
is kept out, unless it is the completely inadequate surprise

o£ the victims.

The men t>1ho kill feel noth:tng.

what Hemingway was doing in the

sttmn:~er

And yet

of 1922, Bishop

oontintl.es, TJias .first x•emembe:ring that he had been moved • and

then trying to find out what had happened to cause the
emotion.

It is the hare happening that is set do\tm; and

only the happening nthat must rouse in ·the reader whatever
emotion he is capable of according to his nature, pity,

horror, disgust."4
'l'his objectifying of feeling or emotion, and

particularly the selection of language with which to accom ...
plish it, is examined in more detail in this passage from
2IGrnest Hemir.rr~~~ay, "Chapter III," ~ E.;t_ltl}, gol.'ll!nu

@nd

.1?-lllt J•::t..rst F...o,rtx_...~.ine Stories, p. 203.

·

.3John Peale Bishop, "Homage to Hemingway," rr}lt New
!lel2ul:tlic, LXXXIX (November 11, 19.36) , 41.

4JJ?.ta.•
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"Up in Michigan, u Heming;way' s fit•st published short story:

Liz liked Jim very much.

She .liked it th~ way he
~ralked over from the shop and often· went to the kitchen
door to watch for him to start dO"~lffi the road. She
liked it about his mustache.· She liked it about how
white h:1.s teeth were tv-hen he smiled. She l.iked it very
much that he didn •t look like a. blackami·th. 8he liked
it the way the hair was black on his arms and how white
they trtere above · the tanned line when he washed up in
the washbasin outside the house. l~iking that made her
feel funny.5
When :T.nterviet•ted by Lillian Ross for !P.§:

~

J...OWJ:

magazine in 1950, Hemingway said; tti use the oldest words
:tn the gnglish· language.

People think I'm an :i.gnorant

bastard t.'Vho doesn't know the ten-dollar·
older

fU1d

~rords.

There a.re

better 'ti'ords which if you a:r-range them in the

proper combination you make it st:ick.n6 Here. then, in
"Up in Miehigan;tt the first short story he ever published,
Hemingway is displaying his ;tnitial effort at making it
stick with some of the oldest and least expensive words in
the English language.

Of the ninety ...nine

"t~mrds

used in this

paragraph from ''Up in Michigan," eighty... four are of one

syllable, fourteen of two syllables, and one of three
syllables.
n-v.rashbasin."

The longest word-... the three syllable wo:rd ... ··ds
It is hard to conceive _of much simpler or

much older 't!Jords than thetae.

One notes 'the paucity of

J;

5Hemin~ray,. "Up in M:ichigan,n P• 1?9.

6ldllian Ross, "How Do You Like It Now·, Gentlemen?"

~ ~ !.S?Il1:~J.', XXVI (May 1.3, 1950), p.

44.

i'
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Those found are such concrete colo:r

descriptive adjectives.
1.. e.ferents

as ublack, n Hwhite, n -and ntanned. u

notes .the concreteness
mustache, blacksmith,

fiers.

of

.~l.

One further

the nouns ......kitohen door-, road.

C.§tte.r.€t....... trimmed clean of' all modi-..

Here a:re found no nobscene abstra.ct:i.ons, 11 but only

t.he solidity of scene ob,jectified almost wholly in mono-

syllables derived from the ancient Anglo ... Sax:ons.-7
In this first short story. and particularly in this

paragraph, the influence of' Gertrude Stein is obvious.
:repetition of. the .verb

like,q and the

The

harmonics o:f its usage

as it shades into a gerund in the last sentence of the para-

graph sho'ftl Hemingway's debt to Stein; it also shows that he
is tniO:rking very hard to capture his own real ttsequence o£
fact and motion which made the emotion, n an endet::tvor :i.n
w'hich he finally succeeds with the line containing the
sig}lificant descriptive details of Jint 's arm.

The stereo-

typed quality of the declarative sentences with subject,
verb, object, following each other with virtually military
precision, exh:i.bi ts another aspect of the Stein influence o£
Hemingway's ee.l"'lY period.,

Yet this form and ·the choice of

70nly in those stories with Spanish backgrounds or
characters such as "The Undefeated, n wrhe Gambler .the Nun;
and the Radio .1." "Old Man at the Bridge, u tt'fhe Capital of the
World, n and "'J.'he Old. Man and the Sea, n ·in 'tlrhich Hemin&rttmy
frequently translates the Spanish idiom into Engl1.sh, does
he emphasize l"lorde of predominantly Latin derivation.

,

________ -_- -
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the simple, short words, containing; so i"e\>T ad.jecti ves among -

them to flesh

t~he

form, seem, quite t'ttell suited ·co tbe char ...

acte:r of Liz and t.o her mental processes. -Even the use .of

such a vague descriptive wox-d as f.Y.n.l1I. to end the paragraph
s~ems
~rord,

_e:ttactly right- in these circumstances.

A different

perhaps, l'rlt-h an overload of connotation which ca.n so

easily go 't-.rrong as Hernit1l;t'J(.ty had

$Gen

happen 'IJJi th too many

words in the first World War. could spoil the tone and the
character:l:zation as well, and Hemingway was taking great
pains here• as he was to do

prevent this from

he:~.~eafter

in all his work. to

occurring~

This early and permanent penchant of Hemingt"nly' s for
ttknowing truly what you felt, rather than what you were
( supposed to feel, n and stating it; "pu.reJ.y enoughn to last
is commented upon by fellow-novelist Wr,.ght Mor:t:'is after

observing this pa.$sage by Heming'Way from "Big Tv-to•Hearted

River":
He sat on the logs, smolti~1g~ drying in the sun, the
sun 't',rarm on his back, the river shallolrt t1head enterir1g
the woods, <n.:n.~ving into the l'toods, shallows, light
gli ttel~ing, big water-smooth rocks~ Cedars along the
bank and 'tlfhite birche.s t the logs warm in the su.n, smooth
to ai t on, without bark, gray to 1;he touch; slowly the
feeling oi'" disappointment left him. It 'ttent at-;a.y slo'tt'rly,
the feeling of disappointment that came sharply after
the thrill..,. that made his shoulders ache • It v-.~a.s a.ll

right now.o

~·4

..

"''"'-'"""~''

o;olf+l.~

Morris notes, as onE! craftsman to another:
Any man .who has ~~rver t.ried to vwite will feel in ,this
passage the line-taut passion o;f a man who 'VIOu.l.d die
rather than cheat you 'IArith a cliclu;.:• .l#e feel, i.n this
prose the man's paesion tor the truth. ~'le hang on every
word J as he. intends:, secure in the· feal:tng that the ~tmrd
will support us. frhere ia no thin ice in this style •

.we have our hands on experience..
of the faets.9

We are in possession

The facts are pr'esented again, simply and :::rtal"kly, in
the opening paragraph of ttJ:n Ar1other Country":

In the fall the war was always there, but we did not
go to it any more. .It was cold in the fall in I'~filan
and the· dar>k came very early.. Then the electric lights
came on, a.nd it was pleasant along the streets looking
in the \'lindoTtrs.. There was much game hanging out;side
the shops 1 and the snow powdered in the fur of the
foxes and the wind bl~w their tails. The deer hung
stiff and heavy and empty, and small birds f'let-1 in the
'rflind and the wind turned theiil." £ea.thers. It wa.a a cold
fall and the wind came down from the mountains .10
Here, as Joseph Warren Beach has pointed out, the
great leveling democracy of' the and can also be seen at
lr¥Ork.ll

This conjunction ''d.th its renet~~Tabla promise of

continuity is repeated nine times in nine lines., linking
noun to noun, perception to

p~-rrception,

as these might flow,

in the sequence of actual experience, past an undiscriminating

mind.
9wr:tght Morris, :rhp :re:t;f'ito.rf .fl.heaS., [n. p .]
(Haroourt • Brace and Company, 1957...: 95fl}, P• 11.,2.

t

1°Heming\'fay, "In Another Country," p.. 3 65.

lltJoseph \varren Beach; !tru1rican F:tst,tion 0.3..?.Q...12.!t.Q)
(New York: 'rhe Macmillan Compan;;1.941'1";' p. !01.
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Here again in the hard, clean, spare words Hemingway
has chosen, he has restricted his diction to those words,
not without connotation, but without. false.
illusory connotation.

over\'forked~

or

He tras not 't\Titing loosely as so many

others had written before him. · Rather, he was trying to
write simply and purely and

V>Ii th

great discipl:i.ne, an effort

which has prompted Robert Penn v'larren to compare his

attempted purgation of language with that revival of diction
that \vordaworth accomplished in Lyri,ca.l !?,€1J.lf1sl!\•12

To indicate, for example• the magnitude of Hemingway's
distrust of words which might smack of inflation and pretense,
:i.n this opening pa.ragraph from t'ln Another Countryn one
hundred five 'll'lords are used;

eighty-seven are words of one

syllable,.seventeen of two syllables, and just a single
word,

§.leq~riQ.,

of ·three syllables.

Also, there are no

figures of speech, that literary device so mistrusted by
Hemingt;ray because it could, by comparing two unlike th:tngs,

so easily become exaggeration, and hence untruth.

In fact,

in the entire story only one figure is used; an average,
incidentally, that Hemingway adhered to in most of his early
storiesel3

'rhis, then, definitely, as gdgar Johnson has

12warren, .Q.I?.• .21J!.. , p. 453.

13In some of the later stories, !!•IJ;.•• nThe Undefeated,"

nrl'he Snot'lS of Kiliman jaro; n when the pur1:ty of· Hemingv1ay t s

ertiyle had b<~come somewhat blurred or less self-conscious, at
any rate, several figures :per story are to be found. 'rhese
figures, hovmver, are always apt and present.ed in terms of

the simplest

diction~

·~
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noted, is the simplicity of an analyt:i.cal mind that has
deliberately rejected compleXity as a.method.l4

. If~ as is often :assumed, the normal sentence derives
its energy from the .verb. then Hemingway's verbs would be
e.1t;pected to be numerous, va.ri.ed, and emphatic.
the case.

As

Such is not

Harry Levin has pointed out, Hetl'lin&"t"ray could

get along very well on the so ... called noperators of Basic
Einglish," the sixteen monosyllabic 'Verba that stem frorn the

movement of.the body.l5 Of the one hundred fiv:e words in
the opening paragraph of nxn An,other Country,n fourteen are

verbs and twenty"three are nc:mr1s.,

Of

the fourteen

verbs

:!:!..~

is used f.i ve ·times, came three times, f:i.O. once, blfm titTice,
i">P\V:fl.~r..~.<!.

nouns

~~Jnd

!mng, and

.~t!~n~s!,

once each.

Of the tv.renty-three

is repeated without synonym four times in the

last four line.s.

'This emphasis and refrain ... like quality t

coupled with the .sequential repetition o£ six compound,

declarative sentences and the deceptively simple diction
eraployed therein, begin to

exhibit~

those qual:.i.ti.es of

cadence which Charles Poore and other cr:ttics have termed

new to the language.l6

~

.
1/...gdgar Johnson, "Farewell the Sep.ara.te Peace," .§.r.qe1j
l!!?m:t:Jlgwa:t;; 1-~h.~ f.1.~~n ml!! ti~§ Xfo~Js, John K. Me Caffery, ed. p. JJ.
15.Har:ry Levi11.( nob:~~H~rva:tions on the Style o£ Hemingway, n

Keny:~p H,ev;h.et{.,

XIII

Autumn, 1951), 599.

.

16cha.:t·les Poore, ed,. t rrhe Hemjn_g;}'J'~ Reader (New York:
Charles $cribnerts Sons, 195.3-r;-p .. xi ..

I

I

I
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: Undoubtedly on$ of the. main reasons why Carlos Baker

could make the jude;ment, quoted earlier, that ''Hemingway's

ar:ri va.l in the middle tw·enties began a net•t epoch in American
fiction 1 rrl? concerned Heraingway' s novel usage

ot

dialog;ue.

An example of ·this well..,noted aspect of Hemingway's tech-

nique is .the famous concluding scene from "The Killersn:

~ ~~

-

~

~
~=------=-..~:~
~

~

"Did you tell him about it?" George asked.
nsure,..

*'~Jhat' s

.

I told him but he knows what it's all about,"
he going to do?"

r --- --

"Nothing."

-

"They'll kill .him."

-

"! guess they will .• n
must have got mixed up in something in Chicago,"

nHe

"I guess so n said Nick,
"lt'a a heli of. a thing,".
ni·t•s an aw·ful thing.n Niek said.
'rhey did not say anythj.ng. Oeorge reached down £or
a towel and wiped the counter ..
ttr wonder what he did?" Nick said.
ttDouble ... erossed somebody. That's what ·they ld.ll
them for."
"I'm woing to get out of. this tow.o.,n Nick said.
"Yest se,id George. ttThat's a good thing to do,.rt
nI can't stand to think about h:i.m 1~ai t:i.ng in the room
and knov'ling he's going to get it. It's too damned

I:

~·~
-~~---

__

I'-

E._ __ - - - -

al'.rfttJ.""
"!§ll•n said George, "you better not think about

it."

.

.

~-:-----

Hemingw·ay

himself, in reference to his world, would

undoubtedly rei tert-:tte George's last comment, u-rou better not
think about it."

'rhe world is permanently so:i.led) Hemingway

would say; therefore just report• as matter of .factly, but
trut;hfully as possible 1 the sequence of .events_ £ac4 and

17see page 1 of this thesis.,
·~---· --------- --18n-em::tng--wa-y-;--''TI1_e_Kil1.ers~T·- 111'-~ -3-ir6:.-jgf~-

-----

--
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Don't judge these events

motion, which makfl the emotion.
through your intellect.

'rhe intellect will only falsify

them as it has so often in the past.

For such a

vie~~oint.

· a simple, fla·t, objective diction, cleansed of false
coml.o·tat~ions,

seems aptly suited.

In this dialogue from nThe Killers,u the rigid
discrimination in words selected to :render the scene
displays the typical understatement, flatness. and
ti vi ty of' much of Hemingway's technique.

objec~

The l"estricted use

of adjectives, the eliminati.on of' the crutch of verbs and

adverbs t47h:i.oh explain the manner o£ speaking, .the varying
rhythms of the line, the re.fra.in ... like selection and var:i.a·tion in the repetition of key words and phrases, .!•&•, ntell
himn ...... ntold hirnn; "I guess they

\<>till"~- 71 1

guess sott; "It's a

hell of a thing"-·ttit's an awful thingn...... nrt•s too damned
at'11£ul"; all form a. deceptively simple looking pattern that

achieves effects of the utmost subtlety, as E:dmund Wilson

has described then,19 especially when these devices are
employed in the high-tensioned scenes Hemingway dotes on.
J.i"'\ord Maddox 1-i'ord once said of Hemingway that he had

the discipline. that made a l":triter avoid temptation in the

selection of words and the discipline that allowed him to

-·-----l.9ttJileon,

$2.• ,o:i.;t. ; p. 237.
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be remorselessly economical in the number heemployed. 20
':Chis disc:i.pline is evident in the two ex.runple.s of style from
"In Another Country • n and

"~l,he

Killers •."

It can be eltarained

in more detail in Charles Fentonts description of the composi·tiona.J. process involved in the vig:nette or int.erchapter

1n. .2.i.£.

labeled nchapter IIIU of
11

1:1~~ ( 1924) .21 an.rl

Chapter II" ·in· Ill. Qll.r. ~~1J.n..t (1925) and :J'.bjl. E1fth Q.Q.J;umn ·~:PP.

!JJ..I\&

F,i,r.s;t Fo:r~x.~Nine §.;~.Q}:':~ff!J! ( 193$) ..

Aecot?ding to Fenton

the first version of' uchapter III'' of !n .2!!£
to the J.or.oxlt<;t

Q.~;,th

t.in!,~

was cabled

Star £:rom Adr:i.anopla on October 20, 1922:

In a never ... ending,

st~ag:gering

mal"'Ch

t~he

Christian

Eopulation of ga.atern Th:race is jamming t~e roads tol'>rarda
lJiaeedonia., The main column crossing the Maritza River
at Adria.nople is tt1enty miles long, l'wenty miles of
carts drawn by oows • bullocks and muddy ... rlanlted water
1

buffalo, with e:rJlaueted, staggel:'ing · man, ltmmen and
children, blankets over their heads, walki.ng blindly in

the rain beside their'worldly

goods~

rrhis main stream is being swelled fro.m all the back
country. They don 1 t know where they are going. They

left their far•ms, villages and ripe, brown f:t.elds and
joined the main stream of refug~ees when they heard the

':Purk v.ras corning. NO\'l they can only keep their places
in the ghastly procession while mud-splashed Greek
cavalry herd them along like cow...punchers·driving steers.
It is a silent procession. Nobody evan grunts,. It
if!! a.ll they can do to keep moving. '!'heir brillj.ant

peasant costumes are soaked and draggled. Chickens
dangle by their feet from the carts. Calves nuzzle at
20li'ord Maddox Ford, in an introduction to Ernest
Hemingway t s ! F'arewell to A:rnts, p. x:v.

2lThis is the uncapitalized Paris edition of in pur
a thirty... two page book consisting entirely of' the
short sketches which have since formed the interch&pters of
the American edition of In Our ·Time •

Jf.~fllJ:t,

.......,._.~~

----·

--··-··
---------
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the draught cattle wherever a jam' halts the streatn., An
old man marches bent under a young pig, a scythe and a
gun, with a chicken tied to his scythe. A husbarid.
spreads a blanket over a "ttoman in labor in one of the
carts to keep off the driving rain. She is the only
person making a sound. Her little daughter looks at
her ,in horror and begins to cry. And the proc.ession
keeps moving.22
A revision v-u:ts published in ·the h,it:J;tj& ]le,vi!-U!

in 1923• and the third draft was published in
in 1924. 2.3

!n our

serie~

~

1'he latter is the iderlt,:tcal version that

appears in Heminglfa:y' s

moe~

complete collection of short
.

stories, .The F1:.f:tp .QQ.+um.n §l,nd, y,he.

'

li:r!~.

f_or,t:t....N:J.ne ~tO)i':\.$.§.•

This third d:E-aft, completely declarative, reads as follows:
Minarets stuck up in the rain out of Adrianople
across the mud-flats. The carts were jammed for thirty
miles along the Karagatch road. lflater buffalo and
cattle were hauling carts through the mud •. No,end and
no beginning. Just carts loaded with everything they
owned. The·old men and women, soaked through, walked
alot1.g keeping the cattle moving. The ~4ari tza was
running· yellow almost up to the bridge.· Carts were
jamme.d solid on the bridge with camels bobbing along
through them- Greek cavalry herded along the proces~
sion. Women and kids were in the ca:trbs couched with
mattresses, mirrors, sewing machines. bundles. There
was a woman having a kid with a young girl holding a
blanket over her and crying. Scared sick looking at
it. It rained all through the avaouation~24
Save £or such self .... conta.ined words as ,thirty, w.ud,
and Greek, Fenton notes, the j.Jl S?.'l!!: :.tJe vignette consisting

22li'enton, .Ql?..• ,g~. , pp.. 230 ... 231 ..

23:rb:tfl.· , p. 230"
24aemingway, "Chapter :ti, n The Fifth Column fl.Ud,
§:to~~.e.s, p. 195.

!?ft.rft!l ,lt'prt.x·...!.'!!n.!

:Y.ua
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of one hundred thirty-one. words utilized but ten legitimate
li2,, us.e.d twice; loaded•

adjectives:
.~.91i,d,

xov.n_g,

,scat,:~..d,

and

§.i.oJ~.·

xells>Jt!,,

§Oal~~'

. This was in sharp ·contrast

to the cabled first draft in which
wel"e used.

.Q,J..li~

a~nost

thirty adjectives

There Heming\'Tay used compound. modifiers

t'\evex:-ending,

lli..¥..4.c}...I·fl.~~k.ed •

ti val sequences as

auc.~h

as

!!.!:!J_Q....§,I?),..a,~hed, and such ad jec ...

~p.uat~~ @tEJ,ggeril.U~.)

and

He used such familiar modifiers as l'i:Rrlfl.lx_

r.:J..t?..~, .E.r..~W.

goo,d.~,

and

p(::~jo:t•at:tve adjectives like g~t~tAst1x.25

The 1922 cable was further directed for the reader by
Hemingway's comments concerning the refugees:

ttThey don't

know where they are going'•. , • ttnow they can only keep ·their

placesn •••"It is all they can do to keep mov·ing."

vlhen he

wrote of the ub:t"illiant. peasant costumesn nov-1 becoming
nsoaked and draggled) tr he was also pushing his. readers

toward a reaction..

Phrases such as

11

to keep off the driving

rain,n and. "in horror 11 ware equally pejorative.

All of this

relatively heavy shaping was cleansed from the vignette, how-

ever, as Fenton points out, and the ultimate effect became

proportionately more forceful by virtue of the new
understatement and compression .. 26

-- - - - ---------

$0

Of part1.eular in:te:rest in the·final draft is the
insertion of· the cru)lels which permits also the intx·oduct:ton

of the gG:Mmd
for

The gerund, .t.rith all its usefulness

b,pbb~.l;l..B:•

th~-communication

o£ movement and flow, had a much

greater importance in the vignette, occurring nO't<f ten times.
Appl~oximately

gerund ..
:FJ.m~,

one out of every thirteen \'lords was 11ow a

When the vignette was republished in 1925 .in :!n_Q:u.r,

an eleventh gerund was added as Hemingway changed

1;!:?:;\!~.2. to walkip~ in .the si"th sent,ence. 27
'l,he preeiaion Hemingway was after can again be
observed by the manner in which he

rea~:ranged

in each draft

the. list of possessions the r.e!ugeee carried.

In the cable

he used .only the rather stale and vague phrase "w·orldly
goodsn and supplemented it later V'Jith

in the third paragraph.

It-or the

a. fuller

b.;t;t~l~ J'tS?:Vi~lf.

clutter was reduced to a single sentence:

ca1~alog·u.ing

all

1~his

"\vomen and kids

l'lare in t.he oarts couched lrlith mattrfl:iH3es, mirrors, sewing
machines, bundles; sacks of things .. rr

In th.e f:tnal

dl.~aft

for

!Jl .Q.l.!£ !(ime, still anxious to eliminate the unspecific,
Hemingway deleted "sacks of things,.n28

The transformation of

e~erience

into final draft had

been truly a complicated process and was still continuing as

late as 1930, according to Fentont when Scribner's
republished

In. {)ul:

i'~m<!~

In this edition Hemingvmy added

"There was" in the fourth sentence, and a comma. in the
eleventh

litH~

after

11

oarts, 11 and the woman in labor was now

having a "baby" rather than a "kid. n29 As I-~'enton concludes:
This concern \'Jith prec:tsion t'las much. more than a
characteristic of youthful intensity or expatriate
craftsmanship. It has continued all through Hemin~rayt s
mature \'lork, a pers:i.stent reflex dictated· by his O'ttiD
artistic demands. A Hemingl'lay manuscript is a facsimile
of the three drafts of "Chapter Ill" of !n .9.\\:r.. time,
adjectives crossed out, more precise modifiers inserted
above the erasures, punctuation meticulously altered to
give W6ight to key words, good verbs replaced by better
ones.J ·

It t-ta.s not this precision or discipline alone 1

however~

that Ford Maddox Ford had in mind when he made his rather
well ....kno\m :remarks concel"'ning Hemingtore.y• s use of language:

••• Hemingt.V"ay' s \"lords strike you each one, as if they
were pebbles fetched fresh from a brook. They live
and shine, each in ite place. So one of his pages has
the effect of a brook-bottom into which you look do~nl
through the flowing water. The words form a tessella ...
tion, each in order beside the other.
It is a very great quality. It is indeed the
supreme quality of the t"'X"itten art of the moment.
The aim--the achievement-... of the great prose ·writer
is to use words so that they shall seem new and alive
because of their juxtaposition with other words. This
gift Hemingway has supremely.31

-------

"9
.
~Ibid., pp. 2)5·2)6.

30!pijl.' p

0

236.

311.-'ord, .21'2.• cit. 1 p. xvi.

Strong praise indeed.

But in this selection £rom

"The Snows o£ Kilimanja.ro" some o£ those qualities tha.t :Ford
adn1ires ·are readily ·enough revealed:
••• then he remembered the man who 'had the fox to sell
w·hen they had walked into Bludenz • that time to. buy
presents. and the. cherry.;..pit taste or· good kirseh1 the

fast-slipping rush of running powder-snow on crust
singing "Hi! Hol said Rolly!" as you ran down the iast
stretch to the steep drop, t.aking i·t straight, then
running the orchard in three turns and out across the.
ditch and onto the icy road behind the :tnn. Knocking
your bindings loose• kicking the skis free and leaning
them up against the wooden wall of the inn, the lamp~
light coming from the 1r1indow, · where inside • in the
smoky, new..wine smelling \'larmth, they ware playing the
accordion.32
The usage of' a noun, ncherry-pit,".a.s an adjective,
in "the cherry-pit taste ofgood kirsoh,u and another noun,

nnew-wine," as an adverb, in "smoky, new....wine smelling
warmthn-... these would definitely seem to meet Ford's criteria

for words used in a nettl and vividly alive sense and reveal
an almost Shakespearian £lair in this talent of'
Againt in nrrhe Old

~1an

Hem:tngwa.y's~

and the Sea, 11 when Santiago

spits: in the ocean and says, "Eiat that, Q.€};f,app,s..

And ma.ke a

dream you've killed a·man,u33 the unusual juxtaposition of
the verb
by

~

with the noun dream startles and then delights

its novelty and appropriateness. and the reader wonders

'VIh.y no one else had e'lt'er positioned these t'tr'J'O words in this

32uemingt.~ay, nThe Snows of' Kilimanjaro •" p. 155.

:33nemingway, nThe Old Man and the Sea,n p4 131.

manner be:t'ore instead of
infinitive

~

using~

rather, some .form of the

havJ. with the noun dre,axn_ or changing the noun

into :i.ts verb form ttlhen used in this kind of a context.

, ,Another important aspect of Hemingway•a diction not
yet mentioned but one, too, v-rhich creates effects Il'ord.
admires, is the,use.of the

pres~nt

participle.

This is

particularly well illustrated in ·the last selection from
"'!'he Snows of Kilimanja.ro., n

There.~

eleven participles are

employed in a apace of' ten linea,.and in one instance, as
many as three a.:re .found in a single 1ine.
coming in rapid

succession~

These words,

with the rhythm and tone of the

repeated "ingn sound lingering on like the sound of bells
in the readel"' s ear

a±~ter

the word has past, create· a great

aura of' continuing activity as

Hem:i.ng;tt~ay

expertly uses them

to freeze time in the everlasting now, and to render even
more audible that new

cadenc(~

of language Charles Poore was

referring to earH.er in this inquiry.
Anothe:t important characteristic of Hemin@'JaY' a
language is his employrnE:lnt of dictiora to achieve ironic

understatement.
Kilimanjt~x~o,n

In the follol'ling passage from nThe Snows of

this ability, along \dth Hemingway's fine ear,

are both clearly exhibited:
'£hat was the day he t d first seen dead men wearing
white ballet skirts and upturned shoes 'tdth pompoms on
them. The Turks had come steadily and lumpily andhe
had seen the skirted men running and the officers
shooting into them and running then themselves and he

•!b!.tit'~lfi,.

~. ~- ----~-

--~~

-- - - - - · -

-

---

and the British observer had run too until his lungs
ached and his mouth t-ras full of the taste of pennies .and
they stopped· behind some rooks and there we1;,e the Turks
coming up lumpily as ever.34
The irony o£ detail in the opening sentence is the
visual and magnetic center for the e11tire passage just as
'

the detail coneerl1ing 'Jim' a arm is the magnetic center. or
'

'

the passage from "Up in ll.fichiga.n. n

In. this same passage

£rom ttThe Snows of Kilimanjaro," Hemingway's ear is revealed,
also, in his usage of the adverb J.:umRili•

Like a refrain it

gains incrementally in rhythm and connotation by repetition.
And how exactly right the sound of the word is in its
correspondence to the action.
Hemingway has consciously explored the significance
of irony of detail in Death !n.

seen a

Sq£~r.~

~lt!

A,:t:ternoQ.U.

After having

gored by a bull only a few hours earlier•

Hemingway '&>Trites=
.... waking in the night I tried to remember what it was
that seemed just out of my remembering. and that .was the
thing that I had really seen and, finally~ remembering
all around it, I got it, When he stood up• his fa.ce ·
white and dirty and the silk of his breeches opened from
\·mist to knee, it w.as the dirtiness of the rented
breech$s• the dirtiness of the slit underwear and clean,
clean, unb~arably clean whiteness of the thigh bone that
I had seen, and it triAS that wh:i.ch was :tmportant • .35

In the .following selection :from "The Short Happy
of Francis

r~iacornber,"

I,if~

the i:ronio understatement • a.s well as

34aeming\1Tay, "The Snows o£ ·Kilimanjaro," pp. 163-164 •

.35Hemingway, Q.eatll !n lilt<?. Afternoon, P• 20.

g

~

-

~

-

-

~-=~=~~

the cadence and rhythH achieved by Hamit1gwa.y' s di.ction • are
revealed again, but this time they are illustrated in
dialogue

fO:MlH

"That was a pretty thing to do,tt he sattd in a
toneless voice. "He would have left you too.n

saia.:

"Stop it " she
"R...
·
·
"Of cour~e it's an accid.ent,u he said.. "I know

that. 11

graphs taken that will be very useful at the inquest.

There's the testimony of the gun•bearers a.nd the driver,
too. You'l'"e perfectly all right. u

nstop it,n she said.

"There's a hell of' a lot to be done,u he said. nAnd
I'll have to send a truck of£ to the lake to tdreless
for a plane to ta.ke the three of us into Nairob:i.. Why
didn 1 t you poison him? ·~hat's what they do
!England.u
nstop it. Stop it. Stop it•" the woman cried.
v~ilson looked at· her with his flat blue eyas.
nJ: 'm through now. n he said. ur was a 1:1. ttle angry ..
It d begun to like your husband."
·
"Oh, please stop it, n she said. ''Please, please
stop it.n
ttThat 's better, u W'ilson said. "Pl'e4tSe is much better~

in

Now I'll etop.3b

Hemin~1a.y,

by rigid discipline in the

selection of his vtords, has measured. the ironic distance
between pretense and fact.

The objectivity in'this scene

£ollmrting one containing an act of great violence, the
scrupulous avoidance of most of the customary substitutes

for the past tense of the verb

s.~~'

the refrain-lilce usage

of "stop" and f'lstop it, 11 ta.k:i.ng on; ttrithout the_ o:rutch of

36nemingway, nrrhe Short Happy Life o:f :franc4s
pp •. 135 ...136.

I~?:aoomber,"

~-

-------

t-t!

~

i-~ _:_~~--

"StQp it~'t she said.
.
HD<>n 't worry," he said. ''There will be a certain
amount of unpleasantness but I will have some photo-

Here, too,

~~

~~~~
It- -----

!

--- ----------
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the exolrunation point ne'ttr increments· of

r~ign:i.f:tcance

with

0ach repetition, all heighten the subtly powerful effects of
this· passage.

In surveying now the many examples of Hemingway's
dict:i.on exam:i.ned in this chapter and what these

ex~unples

exhibit-... the bare, Anglo-Saxon simplicity; the infrequent

emphas:ls on Latina.te
J~ngliah;

l~ords

except when l..ende:r:i.ng Spanish into

the characteristically simple

Ol"

compound declara-

tive sentences that frsune the flat, object). ve, cl:tche....J.ess

diction; the scarcity of adjectives and the concreteness of
nouns; the usage of non-emphatic verba, not without connotat:ton, but 1rdthout false and overtrtorked connotation; the

u$age of participles and gerunds to create a feeling of
motion and to freeze time; . the

U$e

of the conj1.mction

w.!! to

establish the sequential relationship; the disciplined
avoidance of adverbs in dialogue after the forms of the
infinitive

~9..

sax_; the paucity of figures of speech; the

repetition of key words; the ironic underatatenu.mt which

illuminates violenee-... al.l these characteristics of Hemingway's
dict:i.on eXhibited in the exe.mples reveal the close organic
connection between his diction and the world he has
imaginatively created ..
H~nin&rway' s

world is stark and bare; so is his diction.

In Hemingwayt s t·rorld life must be constantly forced under
the most intense and rigorous control and held in the

tightest

r~1in,

as Hemingt-rayt s best people try to do with

their '1 code •" for life is savage and can get out

o.t~

hand; so

must the diction be held undet> the most intense andrigorous
control, for it, too, can get out of hand.,

In Herll:i.ngt1Tayt s

mindless 'tl>torld, in order for one to retain his sanity, one
needs to stop thinking; ao is a style relatively mindless,

a.nO. hence sane, that uses
rather than one of

~us!;

and a sequential approach

subordir~a.tion

and cause and effect ..

Furthermore • complications can ruin things in Hemingw·ay' s
world; so ean comple:x:i ties ruin a. style; therefore
keeps it simple.

He:ming~Ta.y

ln Hemingway's world abstract word:::{ are

ttobseenet'; so he deals, then, on.ly in donerete language..
. __ H~mingt"lay1 rs J'To:rl<L 'th~

Efrnphra_a~ ~ if)

future .. -the heroes have no past

In

not on the past or the
.f'utu:re .... -but now; so in

Ol"'

Hemingl'fay' s diction the emphasis i~l <>n pa.rt:l.ciples and

gerunds.

One seeks only a small, clean, well-lighted place'\

in HemingWay's w.orld; so in his d:tction Herning,1'11:1Y attempts \
to find or achieve this'by being truthful at all eosts in

rendering the sequence of fact and motion which produce the
!~motion.

F:i.na.lly in Hem.ingy.ray 1 s world, b(;}eause the gap

/ bett"leen the actual and what one has been taug;ht or led to

f believe is so very great, irony becomes the permeating

I

.

l atmosphere; tht;rrefore Hemingway's diction serves the twin
J

I techniques

of irony and understatement, an und.eretatement,

'"r~ which, incidentally,

by the diaparit.y between ita very

.K

>\,
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{appearance and the violent scene :t t usually describes, is
~·

~'

ironical.
Distinguished critic and novelist Robert Penn Warren

has also indicated in his lucid and extended analysis of
Hemingway's style some of the more obvious and integral
relationships between that style and Heming'V'.ray' s vision of

the world:
'rhe short simple rhytl':uns, the succ<~ssion or
coordina.te clauses, and the general lack o£ subordina·tion.. -all suggest a dislocated and ununi.fied l'lorld ..
Hemingway :i.s apparently trying to suggest in his style
the direct expe:r-ience-... things seen and f'elt ~ one after
another, and not as the mind arranges and analyzes
them.. A style which involves subordination and complicated shadings of' emphasis--a style which tends tov·rard
complex sentences Ttd th many qualifying clauses and
phrases--implies an exercise of critical discrimination-•
the sifting of experience through the intellect;., But
Heming;v-va.y, apparently, is primarily concerned 't'dth
giving the immediate impact of experience rather than
'vith analyzing and evaluating it in detail. (:We ca..n
notice, in this connection, that in his 'N'ork he rarely
indulges in any psychoanalysis and is rarely concel"'ned
with the detailed development of a character). His
very style, then, seems to imply that the use of the
intellect, td.th its careful discriminations may bll!r
the rendering of experience and may :falsify it ..
It is as though he should say: despite the application of the human intellect to the problems or the
world, the world :i.s still a disorderly and brutal mess,
in tth:i.ch it is hard to find any sure scale of values;
therefore, it is well for one to remember the demands
of fundamental situations--those involving sex, love,
danger, and death, in 't'fhich the instinctive life :J.s
foremost--vrhich are frequently glossed over or f'a.lf:Jified by social conventions or sterile intellectuality,
and to remember the simpl.e virtues of' courage, fidelity,
discipline.37

37Robert Penn Warren, Understanding Fiction, Oleanth
Brooks, Jr., and Wa.rrt1m, editors '(Nei1' 'fork: .... App'l.eton ......
Century ... -Crofts, Inc., 191~3}

1

pp .. 32!,.-325.

In a later estimate of Hemingway's style, Warren

returned·to Krebs and the short story ttSoldierts Home":
Krebs, the boy ~.rho has been through the war and ~1ho
comes back home to find h~mself cut off from life 11
had "acquired the nausea in regard to experience that
is th91 result of untrtrth or exaggeration. tt . He is. a
casualty, not of bullet or bayonet, but of' the big,
abstract words. Hemitlg'Via.y' s style is, in ~ trTay,. ~n
attempt to provide an antidote for that "nausea.nJB

In assessing, then, Hemingway's major effort to
relate as simply and truly as possible the sequence of .fact

which rnakes the emotion inside the naturalistic vision·of a
world that features violence, death,

n~4.!!,

at its very

center, it appears increasingly clear now tha:t; Hemingw·ayt s

style or method, as revealed here through· his diction, is a.
dramatic device developed because of its appropriateness to
the total vision

~mich

he has.

As a concluding counterpoint to Carlos Baker's
earlier s·tatement that ttHemin.gway 1 s arrival in the midd).e
tt"l'enti es began a new epoch in American fict:l.on ~" Ph;klip

Young's judgment, if some'fttha.t extravagan·t:;, seems, neverthe-

less, not altogether out of place at this juncture:
Very likely there is no country in which Amel"ican
boolcs are read whose li tere.ture has been entirely
unaffected by Heming,-way' s work.. In his O't'm country we
are so conditioned to his influence that l'.re hardly ever
3Saobert Penn Warren, "Ernest Hemingwa.y,n 9rltigue..§.
Essa s on t1£>~rn( F'-cti<m. ( 1~2.Q-J.~;J:J , John W. A dridge,
editor,
eWYork: l'he Ronald ·ress ompany., 1952), p. 465 ..

.§!.,De!,
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notice it any more~ and seldom stop to realize that
the story we are reading might have been quite
different or not written at allJ except· for him.".:
He has heiped to put"ify our 'l.'i1.r:1 ting of sentimentality,

.literary embellishment, pad.ding, and a superficial
a:t~·tfulness.

the

~~iting

Almost singlehanded he has revitalized

or

dialogue.39

ttAs no one before had

.

done, n tV'rote John Peale Bishop,

"he [Hemingway] made Midwestern speech into a. prose;· living
and alert, capable of saying at all times exaotly·what he
t'!fanted to say. "40

It is obvious now, as this inquiry has shown, that
neither Bake:r r10r Young nor Bishop could have passed any of
their

jU.d!9nEmts if

their subject's employment of diction

had not been so closely·wedded to the vision o£ his
fictional world.

------·-,-

.39roung, .Qll• cit., PP• 171-174.
40Bishop, .9£•

s!.¥..•, P• 41,

CHAPTim V
SUivn:a.ARY AND CONCI~USIONS · .

No one ·should write of' Ernest Hemingway without

asking himself first whethl\lr he doee not owe this man a
particular debt.

~~.

M. P'rohock once said rather. ap:tly,

nwe all imitated him at one time or another.

What he taught

us was frequently so insidious that we never quite realized
we were learning j.t. ttl

'£his inquiry has offered a partial explanation of
that debt.

Still needed is the full scale biography of the

man and an extended analysis of' all aspects of' the diction

he used in

othe~

literary genl"es than the short story to

create the exceptional e;f:f'ects he achieved with the

Ji~nglish

language ..
In this study, restricted to Hemingway's short

stories alone, the fictional world Hemingway created and the
diction he employed to :represent this world were considered
to be more easily understandable if a

prelimin~ry

treatment

were made of the life and times of the artist, along with a
brief examination of those influences that affected his
literary development.
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In :n.eceasarily brief scope then, in Chapter II of
this thesis, the disillusioning; temper of Heuningway 1 s early

years was

.des-cr~.bed11

'l'he world he was born in·to \'Jas

't certainly-· not the '{t.torld of .Hu.cklebeJ:"ry Finn • . to whom
Hemingway has been

compt~red

by

e~ch

diverse authorities as

f scholar Philip 'Young and novelist \'fright Mo:rris .. Z

I

.
I
J
1''

\.

Huck's

world .begall in enehantmentl Hemingway's in ita very opposite,
He was the heir to the destruc·t:lon by science and empiricism

of nineteenth-century value assumptions; Darwin, Marx, and

Freud were the new deities in his time busily unseating the
older ones.
'l'o the economic and political disorder of the first
years of. the twentieth century, World Vlar I, perhaps the
major single event for all of

Hemin~-way'

its fresh burden of disillusionment,
tr~rote

s generation, brought

As John Peale Bishop

in "The :Missing Allu:

(
The :most tragic thing about the 'tnTtar was not that it
made so many dead .men, but that it destroyed the tragedy
of death. · Not only did the young suffer in ·the war but
/1 every abstraction that '(IJ'Ould have sustained and given
dignity to their suffering. 'l\he war made the tradi ...
tional morality unacceptable; it did not annihilate it;
it revealed ita immedifJ.te inadequacy. So that at its
endi. the survivors were left to face, a.s they could, a.
wor d without valuea.:3 , ~ ,·~.~.{
, .,\
.~
~~ ,
./'

2Young, 22•
PP• 133-134•

;; ~'

,.,;,~ (~~ l!ft ~· •I• (l w I. tJ~·a.w"''"' . t \,,c \~" ,,
'~·'.
Vtf.~ .~ h-'~; ~· ~,,
j/)i

£1&. 1

{},

pp. 181-212; and Morris, ~· ~;~.• ,
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A£·te:r the n'ltm.r to end all ttar," the subsequent years
were to be filled with

int~rmit·tent

globe, the atomic age was to
~0

re~l.

warfare around the

the pangs o:f' birth' and.

Fa~cism

and Comnnmisrn 1!<Te:re

power.

'11he 't'.rheel of disenchantment spun

make their bids for world
fastel:~,

and its

hard iron spokes ....... evolution. materialism, industrialization.
'conformity, war~ loss of traditional values ......were the chilly
:ref'leetors of the climate "in our time. n
In this cliraate Ernest Hemingway lived out the years

of his life.

Mid-western born ... -July 21, 1899•...Herningway

.ill
=
j ~:,t"NJ:~:~(>.ri.'·~•§ § §
\-,p.,

~~~.t ~-g,t"' ~,t·k
1

i ' ;; \~
found the happier moments of his youth were those he spent (.~::.::\ ~:,1.:r,~

· t-~ ,. ~·· ~, .~
1 " . t"
~
Here he learned to hunt and fish, and here, too~ he became ~~~· -.·'Jl'J(l'J
each summer with his doctor father in the Michigan 1l\Toods.
.

.

'

kno-vtledgeable j.n ·the way of the Indian, male and female.

An

early rebelliousness in his nature was exhibited by his
running away from home twice tblhile still in high school ..
Rejected for service during the first World
was too. young and because

or

an eye injury,

~·Jar

because he

Hemin~'\'my

began

his journalism career in 1917 by joining the staff of the
~.an.sft§i.

.Qj.ti.

~lt.~r·

Less than a year later he '\roms able to

join a Red Cross ambulance unit and sail for Italy t\There, on
July 8, 191e. just thirteen days before his nineteenth

birthday• he received the great wound of his life.

There

were to be other wounds, physicn.l and psychical-...from combat •
from automobile and airplane ·wrecks, fron1 three marriages

u

1¥''
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that f'ailed-·but the "c:r·ux of his life," as Philip Young
termed it, was the blo-v.r tha:t almost killed him in Italy.
After the war Heming"ttray :returned to Europe to be a

:f'oreign correspondent for the

:~orontq

Paily,: Star

ar1d

begin the serious writing of his fiction, the first

to

or

whi.ch,

Three ,Stor.,i.2§., §!.!14 j.',e,n; Poems, appeared in li'ranoe in 1923.

In

Paris he began the mastery of h:i.s craft by reading l"lidely

and studying carefully the old masters.

Although Gertrude

Ste:t.n, Ezra Pound• and Sherwood Anderson 1 together l'Tith his
apprenticeship in journalism, have been generally considered

to be the major influences on his craft, Hemingway, at one
time or a.notl'ler, has disavo11ored most of these people in favor

of an older progenitor, Mark Twain.
In 1928, the year his father comm:i.tted suicide,

Hemingway took up residence in Key \<Vest.

Here, from 1928 to

1938, he earned his reputation as a fisherman and a big-game
hunter.

Dw.--ing these years, too, his interest in bull-

fighting grew into an obsession.

When the civil war broke

out in Spain in 1936, Herning-way raised $40,000 to buy

ambulances for the Loyalist armies.
The second World tvar again found Hemingway acting as
a war correspondent; hot'fever, by the late forties and early

fifties he was enjoying some relative peace at his home in

Cuba fishing and brooding out "The Old Man and the Sea," and
other still u.ppublished material.

On July 2, 1961, in

95
:Ketchum, Idaho, nineteen days before his

sixty~seco11d

birthday,: he t-tas killed while oleaninl!; one of his own
shotguns.·

'fhese are the bare facts of Ernest Hemingway• s life,
facts l'lhich ·N·ere later to be imaginatively shaped, altered,

and recreated in the fictional world of his short stori·ea.
If the facts of

Heming~'lay t

s life seem grim, the facts of

Hemingwa,y'• s fictional world seem no less so.

His world is

one in time with the war and the follOldng confusion at
home and abroad, and is a world without trtl.di tional values.
That loss has been consciously set down in his three collecti.ons

or

short stories. titled 't'lith cha:r·acteristio irony:

~ Qur. ~~in,~ • 4 Mpn Vlithout Wom~n., and }:ttnner Tf!,ke Not}l,ing.
If Hawthorne ha.s dramatized the hun1an soul, as Bishop·
suggests, then Hemingway, through his short .stories, has
dramatized ita disa.ppea:rance.5
What are the oharacterlstics of this world• known
only through the senses, in \'Jhich the soul has di sa.ppeared

or.: at least, is rapidly disappearing?
1.

It is a world o£ violence and pain because this
is the basic condition "in our time."

liMIIilli1•11t6""68~

711'

1

"Phil~p Young has stated. on page 2 in his E~p.es-p
"It is almost certain that he intended 1ere a

H~mi~mai;

sardonic allusion to that; pht•ase ·£rom the Book of Common
Prayer ••• •a1.va peace in our time, 0 Lord* t n
$Bishop • "Homage to Hemingway, n p. 42.
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2. · It

il~

a world of death because of' all the

· experiences a inan may receive, the ·one of
death, \dth the exception of that of birth, is

the most universal, and certainly. the one
fraught with the moat periJ. and most

misgivin@~~~

Furthermore;· because dea·th, in terms of

artistic composition, is fra:ught with such
p$ril artd misgiving for man, it

serves excep-

tionally '!rtell as a dramatic focus for the
artist.

3..

!t is also a world with p..f.tdfl at its center because
God is

dead or dying; nineteenth.o.eel?.tury science

and empiricism have dealt· the

4•

~

de

g~a.c,.t;.•

It is a \'IOrld o:f disorder and confusion because

man himeelf.must now hammer out

or

himself and

his experience a. set of values to live by, an.d

a standard of values without religious sanction
that will stand up against the

vast1u~as

and

.mystery o£ nature is iwnensely hard to come by.
Because it is such a world, the people in it react to
it in certain set patterns.

Some, like Paco in

of the \v·or ld, " and the husband and

~rife

~'The

Capital

in "IVXr. and f'Irs.

Elliot," retain their fantasies and illusions and live out
a lie.

Othera .....Il}{r. Frazer of nThe Gambler, the Nun, atld the

Radio, n and Krebs of "Soldier's Home"--withotlt illusions,

\'~Tho

!~

:--
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be~n

have

wounded by the world• retreat..

Others-...Manuel

Garcia in nrrhe Undefeated, tt and Santiago i.n "'l'he Old Man and

the

Saa 7 '~·without

illu:zdone, .who ha:ve been wounded by the

world, return to f.ace this world again and again, their only
shield the coda of conduct they have forged for themselves .
and must continually test now in the fa._ce of death to prove

i·cs validity •. Still others--William Campbell in "A Pursuit
Race) n and Nick Adams in na:tg T't'-ro-Hearted River" .......in order.

that they may put off £acing this world as long as possible,
take various opiates, which last varying :tntervals of time,

but never really

succes~fully

put off the engagement.

In th:ta kind o£ a world, since all is lost· arryway,

\the highest, goods are .t'flro, which,
j:tnterchangeable:

I

are often

(1) the making of the good fight for the

lost cause- and {2) dying well.

1left

~ncidentally,

'I'hese vepresent all tha.t is

of the "clean, well..,.lighted pla.ce,n .what Hemingway's

fictional people now have instead .of God.

To reveal this world as truly as possible with a
style as rigorously disciplined as the code adopt.ed by many
of his fictional heroes was Ileming'trtra.y' s great artistic
·ambition.

His adaptation of

dict~on

to this purpose has

been one solid measure of lds succer;;s ..
\

I

. Where others before him in deal:l.ng l'Iith emotions had

written of them. in. terms of abstractions, thlJS making the

f emotions inc:reasingly susceptible to a false. statement, all
':'

l-
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Hemingway's energies

"t'tere

di;t"'acted

tow~rd

the objectifying

) of emotion in as concrete ,a language as he ·was able.

He had

l

r known the illusions that th~ loose usage of TJrords like

.,~?acr_~t Wf,lO;US • ~'!.Qrj.;f'iS..~. j :!l9P.i>.!'.t ,gQJ-\t'EH~~ t 6 and the
emotions created by them had built in him and others before.
the '\I'V'ar,.

tater 1¥hen he ·t-ras to fight for these words and the

ernotions represented by them t he 1r1as to find under the

pressure of ,.,ar and death ho·w inadequate and untrue these
'ttTords and emotions really \'¥ere.

Thereafter then, the

truthi'ul 'rsequence of .fact and motion

t~.rhich

made the emotion

and \othich \tould be as valid in a year or in ten years or*
'tl~ith luck and if' you stated :i.t pm:"ely enough, alwayatt7 was
h:ts major aim ar.td the basis for the prectsion and diaoipl.i.ne

requiredto reveal truthfully his fictional world.
In this dedication to

ob,ieetif~·ing

emotion • he evolved

a style particularly suited; even organically related, to the
fictional world he envisioned... · The short·, simple, AngloSaxon 11'10r"ds; the simple or compound deolara:tive Qentences;
the infrequent usa.ge of adjec'bi ves; the concrete nouns; the
non-emphatic verbs• not 1rri.thou·t connotation, but without

false and overworked connotation; the frequent use of participles and gerunds; the employment of

sa~J!

to

en:~tablish

- - - - ·-l...,_,__. .~_..._.....

6Heming;way,

! }.?ar..E!.!.{.e.~,l

to 1\l'•ma, P• 196.

?Hemingway, De~rth !n, the A.fJ::~r!l.9..9Jl, p. 2.

the
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basic sequential relationship; .the discipl:l.ned · tlvoida.noe of
adverbs in d:i.a.logue after· .fox•ms or the infinit;:t.ve

the infrequent usage of.figures of speech;

th~

l!2 sax;

repetition of

key 11rords; the ironic underatat,ement .....~these. l'lC!'€l the tools

of language an.d the techniques of rhetoric Hemingway used so
effectively to bind his style organ:i.cally to his v:i.sion.

On ·the very first page of' this thesis, Oranv:Llle
Hicks, litet•ary critic for ·the Satsrdaz

~.e,rie~,

delivered

his judgmetlt that it 'lttas Hemi:rlg'tvay' s "vision and. style"

which made it

poE~sible

people all over the

£or him to stir the imaginations of

~wrld~

Certainly, as ·th1.s in<:pliry

hr;~.s

now shown., lkmlingwa.yt s use of diction has been the center
of that style, l.tnd thiat together with whatever validity
Hemingt~ay'

s vision posuesses a.nd the integral

rel~t:l.onship

of that diction and that vision, has undoubtedly formed the

basis for

Hick~~e

judgment

.~nd

will, in the future, undo\lbt-

edly still form the basis f'or whatever imt!}ortali ty JE:rnest
Hem:tng~Tay

as a w:rj.ter is yet to achieve.
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